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Standing Committees.
Colleae Work.

A. H. AUTREY,

C. W. STRICKX.AND.

The Ouachita-Central System.

Aca.dern.les.

J.P. EAGX.R,

J. J. DOYNE,
Ll.bra.rles.

J. F:R.ANK]ONES,

W. E. ATKINSON,

Audltlna.

H.

T. L. PowEX.X.,

c. Fox,

J. H. KITCHENS, Jl.

Flna.nce,

H. C. Fox,

JNO. AYERS,

]AS. P. EAGX.Jt.

Executive Of.f icers.
JOHN W. CONGER, A. :M., LL.D.,

President Ouackfta College.
W. W. RIVERS, A. :M.,

President Central College.
C. E. SCOTT, A. B.,

Prinfipal Ouachita Magazine Academy.

S.C. PARISH, A. B.

Principal Ouachita Bentonville Academy.
J. F. ROREX, A. B.

Principal Ouachita Maynard Academy.

~. A. MORTON,

rrincipal Ouachit4 Mountain Home A&adem].

Article V. of the Constitution of the Arkansas Baptist
Cofl\•entiou provides that it shall be one of the objects
of the Convention "to encourage Ministerial and Gospel and General Education.
" For the accomplishment
of this purpose, there have been organized, under the auspices of the Convention : Ouachita College, at Arkadelphia; Central College, at Conway; Ouachita Bentonville
Aademy, at Bentonville; Ouachita Maynard Academy, at
J(aynard; Magazine Ouachita Academy, at Magazine; and
JIDuntain Home Academy, at Mountain :Piome.
The Convention at Paragould in H)OI adopted the following report of the Committee, appointed the preceding
year, to consider the advisability of affiliating all the schools
under the auspices of the Convention:
A Plan for tke Affiliation of all Baptist Sclwols in Arkamas

tmder the Auspices of tke Arkansas Baptist Convention.
It is hereby declared to be the object and purpose of this act
of d'iliation to promote and foster the best interests of, and to inCftlle the patronage of, and to reduce the expense of operating,
llld to Increase the amount of money to be raised for, and to deltnly frktioH between, and to preserve the integrity of all the
ll:bools ltJltering the system.
I. The system is to be known as "The Ouachita-Central Systeaa of ~lleges and Academies. ''
2. All schools of the system shall be under the direction of
of trustees, composed of fifteen members to be nom inby the present boards of Ouachita and Central Colleges, and to
~ed by the Convention at its present session; and one-third
..!~ber shall be nominated annually by the board, subject
ton by the Convention.

:board

Ouachita-Centtal System.

8

• An uecutive or Advisory Committee for each school, c
3
sisting of three or more discreet persons, suitably located
may be others than members of said board, may be appoint
the board of trustees, who shall have supei-vision over its n .. 1"_h)
ive school. There shall be only two schools with power to i t
diplomas, namely; Ouachita, for men and women; and Ct utr 11
for women, only.
'
4• It shall be the duty of the board of control to see that tb
t:wo colleges and all the academies are well equipped with sucb a e
paratus, :fixtures, improve.ments and additions to grounds and lou
ings as will best fit them for the work mapped out for each; a~Jd..
in a-pportioning funds for this purpose, the schools shall be k.
as nerly abreast as possible, no intentional discrimination
made in schools of the same class.
S• All property, moneys, incomes, rights, credW;, and ~ · c .
belonging to the several schools entering this system shall 1, ·I 11 •
to and be controlled by the board of control as trustees for the re.
spective schools, and said board shall assume the debts of botb the

and:~

!I~

colleges.

Se'()enteenth Year.

Cataloaue
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. . • of •.•

Ouachita College.
firl{.adelphia. Arl{..

Male and Female.

Open.s Sept. 16. 190:J.
For Se.s.sion of 190:J-1904.

Calendar for 1903-1904.
190J.
September I4-IS, Monday 'lnd Tuesday, 9 a.m.-Entrance E
ations and matriculation of resident students.
September I6, Wednesday, 9 a.m.-First term begins.
October I, Thursday-Assignment of subjects for First Term Es~ll·
November X9·20-2I- First quarterly examinations.
November 26, Thursday-Thanksgiving holiday.
November 30, Monday-Concert by Conservatory Faculty.
December IO, Thursday-Final Day for completion First T~
Essays.
December I9, Saturday-Christmas holidays begin.
December 29, Tuesday-Re-opening after holidays.

ecutive Board of Ouachita CoJJege.
)1{. BALL, Ckat'rman.

J. w.

CONGER,

w.w.

GRESHAM . .

nlsterial Board of Ouachita CoJJege.

1904.
January n-Anniversary of the Philomathean and AlphaSocieties.
January I2, Tuesday-Assignment of subjects for
E;ssays.
January 21-22•23-Second quarterly examinations.
February I, onday-Anniversary of the Athenian
Societies.
March 8--Anu.hoersary of the Hermesian and Corinnean Societi
April I-2-3- Third quarterly examinations.
April IS, Thursday-Completion of Second Term Essays.
May 27, 28, 29-Fourth quarterly examinations.
May 30, Sunday-Baccalaureate Sermon.
May 3I, Monday, 3 p.m.-Meeting of Board Trustees.
June I, Tuesday-Inter-Society Debating Contest and Annual lllnJI'
ni Address.
June 2, Wednesday-Annual Literary Address and Graduatill ES'1
ercises.
The announcement of lectures and pupils' recitals for the ·
will be made at the opening of the First Term.

J. W. WILSON, Secretary.
J. J. HAYNES,

J. W. Co;o.;G£R,

Ckat'rman.
H.

W. A.

ORBES,

F. D.

L.

WINBURN,

J. J.
BAARS,

J.

Secretary and Treasurer.

HAYNES,

S. L.

M. HARDAGR.

H.

J.

RIVERS,

P. HORN,

Ouach£ta College.
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.S. )1!\JOR. A. B., (Wake Forest.)
Business Manager.

.,.S )lAMIE LEE CROW,

(Ouachita llusiness College.)

Private Secretary to the President.

Ouachita. College.

JIISS IIJNNIE BELLE SMITH,
Lib1arian and Chaperone.

Otficers of Administra.tion a.nd Instruction.
Conservatory of Fine Arts.

JOHN W. CONGER, A. M., LL.D., (5. W. B.

L

l.IElli~I.

G, (Chicago.)

.Director General.

PRJtSIDENT AND PROFESSOR OF

Philosophy and the Bib/e.
BENJAMIN F. CONDRAY, A. B., (Ouachita College and
Stanford Jr. University; University o{ Chicago.)

vl

JlllBD D. BAARS, (Leipsic and Cincinnati Conservatories.)
Piano; Musical Theory and Harmony.
WJLLIAM

Mathematics.

DERHILL, (Pupil of Liebling and Wild.)

Piano and Pipe Organ.

WARREN I. MOORE, A.M., (Acadia University, Nova Scott.!
mal, Toronto Normal College, and Cornell University.)

Latin and Greek.

SUE BELLE WOOD, (Ouachita Conservatory and Pupil of
bling.)

Piano.

THOMAS M. NETHERTON, A.M., (WillUimJewell Colleg~ Uait
versity of Chicago.)

English Language and Literature.
IRVING H. BUCKMINSTER, A. M., (Bucknell University.)

Natural and Physical Sciences.'
W. MATTHEW BRISCOE, A. B., (Ouachita College;
.
Chicago.)

'

Piano.
LAURA LONGLEY, (Specialists in New York.)

Voice Culture.
KABEL F. GARRETT,

Stringed Instruments.
(Graduate School of Expression.

German and French.
JAMES STANHOPE KING, A. B., (Ouachita College and L-c
ty of Chicago.)
'

History and Po!Jtical Science.
EARL R. WILLSON, A. B., (Ouachita College.)

Associate Professor of Mathematics.
MISS ANNIE R.

.

STOR~

Presiding

Teac~er.

ilN'NIE BLACK, (Ouachita Conservatory and Specialists in
New York.)

School of Arl.
.Physical Culture•

Alios M. KELLOGG, (West Point.)
COmmandant.

Ouacltt'ta-Central Syst(!m.
j. L. CARTER,

Athletics for Young Men.
MISS FLORENCE A. PRICE,

Physical Culttlrefor Young Ladies.

H istorical Sketch..

MISS VIRGINIA VAUGHAN,

Supenntendent of Practice.

At the Arkansas Baptist Convention at F~yetteville in
uachita College received its first impulse. It was
then'tecided that sue~ a coll~ge was a necessity, and .a
snis.,iou was appomted, wtth R. J. Coleman as PreslcJeDt, to agitate the question and to report at the next anaaaJI!leeting of that body. They reported to the Convention in 1884, at Pine Bluff, stating that the suggestion
Jilt with almost universal favor, but that they did not
dliuk the time had arrived to begin the work, and recomaended that the commission continue its work another
,ear. At th.e Convention of this body in Hope, in 1885,
the
mission reported that after another year's agitation,
many of the associations in the Stm:e had passed resolutions
tin~-: the Convention to build the College, pledging
pport. The commission suggested the selection of
board of trustees, with instntctions to begin the work of
locating and building the College. The board was selected
bJ the nvention and properly organized.
After a thorough canvass had been made of the desiraplaces in the State for the location of the College, the
lllltoric grounds of the old Blind Institute, at first the proJIII'ty of the state, and afterwards converted into the Red
iiftr High School, crowning the eminence on the banks
the beautiful Ouachita Rivet, at Arkadelphia, were
daoeen for this seat of learning. Nature seems to have
the place for the purpose to which it is dedicated.
July, 1886, J. W
e Conger was elected President of the
. with insh-\lction to select his faculty and organthe Colle •e, and to prosecute all necessary work.

1883
Home Department.

MISS ANNIE R. STORTS,

Lady Principal.
Matron.
MRS. GRACE T. GARRETSON,

Mother of the Home.
Teachers In Char•e·

MISS
MISS
MISS
MISS
MISS

FLORENCE A. PRICE,
LAURA LONGLEY,
SUE BELLE WOOD,
ANNIE BLACK,
MABEL GARRETT,

A. S. GOODWIN,

Principal and Teacher of Bookkeeping, Banking,
mercia! Law, Business Conespondence, Ptmman
M.

J.

CARTER,

Stenography and Typewriting.

Ouachita-Central System.
The College was duly opened September 6, 1~
a faculty of ~x teachers, and with 100 pupils enroll
first day, in tnebt&..frame building located on the pr
<:ampus of thirteen acres. The old building was in haf
pair, but the citizens of Arkadelphia contributed abo~ ~
for improvements. The first year there was an ~ln-<Jl ln,
of 235 pupils, 60 of whom were non-residents. The lll ·
College building was begun in 1888 and finished in .\
gust, 1889. The old building- was enlarged in 18891 ant
used as a Young Ladies' Home. This building was hur11
in May, 1890. The generous people of Arkadelphia i 1m
{Hately raised .a subscription to begin the erection of out
present beautiful Young Ladies' Home. It was b
1890 and finished in February, 1891. In 1898 the Cor·
vatory Building, costing about $12,000, was erected. T
three buildings and campus are estimated to be worth • 73
000; libraries, laboratories, furniture and general e'l1:.
ment of the three buildings, about $25,000 ; total valua
of the property, $100,000.
Dr. J. M. Hart served as first President of the Bo:ul
of Trustees and continued in office five years,· endi in
June, 1891. Col. M. F. Locke succeeded him and o;cned
as President until June, 1894. Hon. W. E. Atkinson wat
elected and served until1899; Eld. C. W. Daniel was l're
ident one year, when Mr. Atkinson was re-elected anct is
now President.
There has been a net average enrollment during thepa
sixteen years of about 350 pupils, representing during
period fifteen different States. There have been 185 aduates from the academic schools, and 82 in the
.
of Fine Arts, making a total of 267 graduates of the Jll. tJ tU
tion. There has been a yearly average of about 40 bt:,nt'
ficiaries who have received tuition fees gratis, amotnttl
to about $1,500 per year.

Purpose.
It is a narrow and false conception of education that
only the development of the intellectual side of man's
True education demands the symiiletrical training
lite '.utclkctua l, resthetic, moral and spiritual natur~.
only thus that the student can be best fitted for accoming the greatest good for himself and his fellow-men~
for doing most for the glory of God.
Christian 'Education, or the building of character upon
fgudament.1l principles of the Christian religion, must
pven by Christian schools,-not that the Bible must
. - rily be taught as a text-book (though this is most
ckllrable) but that the Book of :6ooks must be placed above
odlers, and its truths taught by precept and example. The
.-.phere of the institution must be a Christian atmos-

~

We strive to furnish as broad and thorough training in

-.tare, acience and art as that given by purely secular
and yet under the best religious influences-in this
perioritv over the secular institution.
'
hnded b; the Baptists of Arkansas, and fostered by
State Con\'tnti un, Ouachita College is a distinctively
• n nstitution. Its aim is to teach its 'p upils to
adture above wealth, usefulness above social position;
the heart and guide its emotions; to broaden and
the intellect ; to so mold, unaer the best Christian
.,.~ the characters of its students that, when they
froiD its walls, they will be prepared not only to meet
.'~!lllllPP,le ccessfully with the problems of life, but to beJoyal tervants of God, and thus a blessing to mankind.

Ouachita College.
,.ents, ~tc.

The third floo: c?:tit~ins the practice rooms of
The butldmg IS heated with steam.

tbe consen·alOIJ'·

President's Home and Cottage.

Buildings a.nd Grounds.
There are tour handsome brick and stone buildin
one cottage on the campus.

an4

Me..ln Building.

The main t>uilding is 126x80, three stories hi,..,h an4
contains offices, chapel hall (55x65), library, museu re.
ception hall, laboratories, society halls, and class roo1111 ,
the Literary and Business Departments.
The Young Ladles' Home.

The home for young ladies is the gracious gift of tlul
people of Arkadelphia and tlteir friends, at a cost of matt
than $20,000. This building is 150 feet long, with apr~
jection in rhe rear of 125 feet. It has corridors 14 feei
wide, extending the full length of the buiJ!iing ; three· ,:r
ways; double parlors; reception halls. in addition to t·nnY •
iently arranged bed rooms. The rooms are carpet and
the corridor floors are overlaid with linoleum. The n1il
ing is heated with steam. The gymnasium for ~ •>U1L.:; Ia•
dies is on the third floor.
Conservatory Bulldlnll.

This elegant structure is admirably arranged for its:
tended use. It fronts 144ft., is 75ft. deep, and thre4 •t
ries high. On the first floor i"> the art .studio, office4 an~
lecture rooms of the Director ot Music, and the spaci
apditorium, which is elegantly furnished with over 600
chairs, pipe organ, etc. On the second floor is loc:Heti
Schoql of Oratory and Elocution, and Stringed 111

'these buildings are on the campus and are occupied
the Pre::;idcu t's family and the Business Manager's famjly, Mectively. By this arrangement the President and
s.siness Manager are enabled to have the general oversight of the College day and night.
All buildings are of modern architecture, well ventilated and lighted, and have steam heat. All dormitory
!~Pdings are equipped with the latest improved appliances in the way of electric lights, hot and cold water, bath
rooms, etc.
The campus is situated o~ a high bluff within a few
hundred yards of the churches and business portion of the
town. No college enjoys a .more beautiful location and
IDOl'e lheerful surroundings. The campus is shaded, has
concrete walks, beautiful shrubbery, and a constantly active
fotmtain.
Library, Museum and Apparatus.

."-bout 4, 500 volumes are now at the disposal of the

PllPJls. The leading periodicals, dailies, weeklies, month-

lies, both teligious and secular, are found upon our tables.
To the ~:nuseum has been added $1,000 worth of specimens,
IIICIIred from an eminent scientist.
Earne:-,t efforts are being made to add such collections
lltate inerals, animal specimens, and apparatus as will
-ble the professor in charge to give due prominence and
er to natural science in our College.
"-'itWe ask our friends to help us. This department has
~ed
luable additiomQn the past. The department is
Clently equipped to do first-class work.

.
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Ouachita College.

Literary Societies.

Athletics.

The Alpha Kappa, Corrinnean, and Polymnian .
ties ror young ladies, and the Philomathean, H enn
and Athenian Societies for young men are thorough
ganized and full of interest.
These societies are strong factors in developing the
cial and literary taste of their members. Self-govern
is secured by the constant practice of parliamentary n11
Pupils are urged to connect themselves with one of the so.
cieties.
The Societies have large and elegantly furnished ha
Secret societies and fraternities are prohibited.

2I

The most thorough scholarship and the greatest useful
jlCSS are compatible with vigorous health.
The student's
1aealth should improve during his College course.
· The ideal college teaches its pupils to aim for bodily
•ngth, vigor, grace and beauty. Athletics in Ouachita
will have this in view. We will not violate on our grounds
the principle:-; taught in our lectures on Ethics. No hired
fe · ·ion:lb or brutal contests.
The Ouachita Athleti<: Association for outdoor exerciseS, nduding tennis, basket ball, and field sports generally, was prganized six years ago with a membership of alJDOSt all the male students.

Religious Life.
Ouachita Business College.

The pervasive Christian atmosphere of Ouachita. (,
.lege is due largely to the excellent influences e1 mua 1n
from the well organized church life of Arkadelph ia. 'rht
regular pra}er meeting is largely attended by pupils.
The Sunday Schools, at the Church and at the Coil
are full of interest.
The Young Men's Prayer Meeting, at the Church u.
Monday evening, is rich in results.
The Young Ladies' Prayer and Bible Meeting, at tb~
College Home every Sabbath afternoon, is largel)' <. t endtJ
The young men ot the college and town have a ~trn:•
organization for practical work and study of the Bib
known as the Brotherhood of Andrew.
The Young People's Union meets evety Sabbath aft
noon at the Church.
All these organizations are aided and enforced by d~ l
Chapel service of Bible reading, expository talks, and .;i[l
ing. Ouachita is a Christian College and places en1plt.1
upon the spiritual phase of character.

Jn.;trnction is thorough and practical in ev~ry departDtent. The pupil is put in charge of a set of books-buys
aad sells merchandise, declares profits and losses and closes
oat the business. He is in actual business from the start.
A business education seems to be necessary for everyoae, in this progressive age. There is a greater demand
today than ever before for proficient business men. The
banks, mercantile business, railroads, telegraph companies,
ufacturiug- enterprises, demand experts. Our Business
College is designed to prepare men and women to fill worthily the best positions.
'l'he President of the College and the Principal of this
ldaool will spare no effort to insure good positions for our
uatt:s. We deal honestly with our pupils. We do
:aot promise positions, but think we are in position to do
!lluch for graduates as are those who make certain def111'1
promise:-;, many of them never being fulfilled. Scliollllbtps will be issued. Pupils can take their own time to

t.:
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finish the course. It requires from twelve to twen~ ~· ~::l·,,
according to the application and ability of .th.e ~uptl. Out
course has been extended and perfected untll 1t t~clud~ ~:-v~
erything necessary to a first-class busine~ educatton, an<t i&
equal to that of any Commercial College ~n the Sta~e.
Our course of study is so arranged as to combme 'rb
ory and Practice in the most admirable manner, and in.,

All male students are required to dnll unless excused
the :President for some physical disability and must pro:rde thetll~eh•e: with the prescribed uniform within a rea.,nable time after entrance. The full unifonn and cap of
ulatioll material is furnished at $1 ~.00, made to order.
reg The United States Cadet rifles and other necessary supplies are used.
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eludes:
Bookkeeping,
Legal and Business Forms,
Correspondence,
Penmanship,
Spelling,
Commercial Law,
Business Arithmetic,
Political Economy,
Shorthand and Typewriting.
Military Department.

A sound mind in a sound body, both con.trollt-d by
sound morals, is what Ouachita endeavors to giVe everJ
student that enters her portals.
.
As one of the means toward this end a mihtary dq a ment has been established.
Military discipline teaches neatne3S, promptness, c ur·
tesy and devotion to duty.
~.:n:i-e
' The drill insures a regular amount of moderate c
for everv student and is thus con<4,ucive to health. It al~
improves the appearance and carriage of the student. r ft:
Exercises both with and without dumb-bells are ca
ly used to symmetrically develop the frame and muscles.
It is in youth that the hollow chest, stooped shoul:Jih
weak back, and other physical defects, may be most re
overcome. This we endeavor to do.
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Drum a.nd Fffe Corps.

A set of U. S. Regulation Drnms and Fifes belongs
uipment. This adds much to the Battalion Drill.

to our

Government.

The central aim of our work is to aid in the acquisition

of Dalture, critical judgment, concentration of thought and
IDOI'lll urpose. Our government is mild, yet firm. Childish caprice and youthful passion will be directed into a
channel of fmprovement. No gentleman pupil will be allowed to visit young ladies. No lady pupil will oe allowed
to leceive regular attention from young gentlemen. A
faithful, earnest pupil has no time for such diversion. Re.ons are given at the Home under the direction of the
f'Jesident and the faculty at stated periods. Special rules
ad reKU ations will be read and explained from time to
time with advice. The admission of pupils to the institution and the enjoyment of it!l privileges imply a sacred contnct on their part to observe promptly all regulations.
Jrpon ettering College the pupil is furnished with
lrinted t.:<>"L1lation .
Prohibitions.

. 1. Enh.:ring or discontinuing a school without permisllon of the President.
2. Withdrawing from the class without consent of the
llacher and permission of the President.
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3. Lessons of any kind taken outside of the CollegJ
without permission of the President.
4. Contracting debts at stores or elset.ro.ere, withot1
written permission of parent or guardian and the consent of
the President.
5. Attending balls, parties, theatres, or any publit
amusement calculated to interfere with regulated study or
good morals.
6. Absence from regular work, or from town with0111
consent of the President.
7. Absence from boarding-house after study hours be·
gin, without permission of the President.
8. Keeping in possession a concealed weapon, playi
cards or dice, or drinking spirituous liqums.
Pupils unwilling to keep these regulations should not
apply for admission.
Dress.

Uniform dress not only promotes convenience and econ1
omy but has greater tendency to suppress the feeling of
pride and rivalry in the matter of personal decoration. For
these reasons, and to prevent extravagance and prom<t
economy, the young lady boarders will be required to wear
uniforms.
·
The uniforms are tailor-made and unique in desigt
The entire cost of uniform (including cap) of good servicl
able material, will not exceed $13. 50. This does not include shirt-waists.
Shirt-waists of white or cream-colored material will be
worn by the young ladies throughout the year. Eacq
young lady must be supplied with rubbers, mackintosh and
umbrella.

servatory of Fine Arts.
Director General.
F. D. BAARS, Local Director.

:B)I(IL l,n:BLING,

10urce of great pleasure to announce that Mr.

-.pe<::ncm with Ouachita College has been emloll'•"'•''"' from every point of view. He is now

• touch with all the work of the ConserJ, ti lll,., personal interviews with sturecitals have given enthusiasm and inMany teachers ·of the State have been

~ml

REPORT.

---···················-························--··.:••
••

-riaiting your College twice dllring the past

beg to inform you that I find the Music Deill ezcellent form.
of progress which has always been manto work its potent influence, and in connservative teaching methods secures
bsfal'tur) results.
_,..ucr~ are competent, faithful and enthusietudents almost without exception have
earnest endeavor to serve the interests
in the future.
Yours truly,
.EHn. LntBI..ING.
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The most marked progress has been made in our
servatory of Fine Arts.
The beautiful new building, one of the mosL elega
the South, with its spacious auditonum, its perfect arra
ment for convenience, comfort and work, would not ~
complete without good instruments.
,
Thirty grand upright pianos add much to our \'Otk
Not only a good teacher but a good instrument is nt:ed •
.and combine these two. a good teacher, a good instrum
with a good student, all located in an attractive, conve
building, the results can be only of the _h ighest order.

One of the finest instruments in the State, the .a ., -t
in any college, adorns the auditorium.
Equipped as we are now, with a Faculty .who have ha4
the best advantages, theoretically and practicallyThirty instruments in the piano departmentA new pipe organA full set of orchestral instrumentsWe challenge comparison with anJ institution, . r.
where, outside of the few great conservatories.
Lectures.

Professional lecturers and distinguished men are se·
cured to lecture before the school. Memb~:rs of the F.n:ul
ty also serve in this capacity. Announcements wiUbe
made from time to time during the year.
Ministeria.l Students.

All young ministers, with proper credentials, wi~ be
admitted free of tuition fees. Before entrance, h we ·'

a"

JJoard of Ministerial Education must examine the cre-

IPe
.
' fi cate o f ~d~ission to the College.
4eJ1tial..: and give.
a cer~I.

orresJX'nrlt:ncc IS sohcited.
fiven as far as possible.

Aid In payment of board is

Ouachita Ripples,

The ollowing is the Ripples Staff for next year:

J. H. Wharton,

Athenian, ........
Edilor-i u Chief
J. L. Smith, Philo~athean, } ..................................-.Assoctate
.
.
11. T. Mayo, Athentan,
Edttors

w.
p, Wilson, Hermesian,
Mi.ssJessie Goolsby, Polymnian ,

}

.
.........-. J.O<':d Edttors
Miss Ethel Adams, Corinnean , ................................._. __,Literarr Editor
Miss Emma Owen, Alpha Kappa, ...........................- .....ltxchan~ Editor
T. M. etherton,
..
.................. . .
P cttlt;- Editor
A. B. Hill,
Bt~siness Manager

The College magazine has been increased to eighty
pages. Space will be given for reports from the various
cadcnt'r::-; and the Alumni. A strong effort will be made
to make the College paper more nearly representative of the
student body than it has ever been.
Price $1 per year. For information write to the busineiS manager.
To Teachers.

A etrong course in Pedagogy leading to the A. B. deAssociation with
Dlature students and progressive teachers, access to a good
ibrary, thorough instruction, a healthy, moral and literary
lbnosphen:, all combined, offer many inducements to worthy and ~bitious teachers. The teacher who desires ad. cement will do well to spend some time at least in Ouadllta CoU~ge. During the pao;t year about fifty pupils
red positions through the efforts of the President and
gree has been addeq to the Curriculum.
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Faculty. About 250 of our former p~pils are teaclHr .
Directors who desire efficient teachers wtll do well to cor.
respond with the President.
Board for Youni Men.

Many of the best homes near the· College are open to
--young men boarders. Usually fro~ two to eight board in a
family. Board, furnished rooms, hghts and fuel, $10 to
$14 per month.
All young ministers who depend upon the
fund will board in the Young Men's Home.
is to,give poor, worthy, ambitious young men advan
at cost. Every young man will pay his pro rata part of the
cost of running the Home. During the past !ear the case
was not more than $90. This will be reduced 10 t~e fn 11r
· Young men who board in the Home _w1ll Jrll.
with them a pair of blankets or quilts, sheets, ptllow ca
towels, napkins, knife, fork, spoon, and mug. or glass.
Ministerial students desiring to board 10 the Yount
Men's Home will write to Pre::.ident Conger or R. E. Ma1
jor. Those desiring to board in private. families wi~l corr .
pond with the President, or R. E. MaJor, who wtll 1"1satisfactory arrangements.
To New Students,

Young ladies should notify the President upon ,~+ •t
ttrain to expect them. All young ladies must go immedl
·1 to the Young Ladies' Home upon arrival. Young me~
'y
•
·
'
hOlllt'
.mu~t have the approval of the Prestdent 10 secunng
.It would be well for new students to bring certificates as to
charaCter from former teachers or pastors.
·u be
The College colors, old gold and royal purple, Wl
sent to all new students upon application. All studen are
·
·
u
for 'Lr
..requested to wear the colors 10 commg to co ege,
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of u:len~ification. . Committees of pupils or teachers
.rillllleet trams at opemng.
General Items.

1. Arkadelphia, a little city of 4,000 inhabitants, is
'JI()ted for its culture, refinement and morality. It is the
coJ.lege center ot the State, having 700 college students,
1,300 tnembers (white) in its churches, no saloons, no bil]jards or ball rooms.
2. Matriculation on the first day is very important.
3. Health of pupils, moral, religious, and cultured
rrouml ings were taken into consideration in locating the
fJollege. We feel that no mistake has been made. By special L gi,.,]:tti,•e Act we have prohibition for a radius of ten
miles.
4. Church and Sunday-school advantages are excellent.
5. Parents should write cheerful letters to their chilclren. Do not encourage them to visit their homes, as it ts
a positin· isadvantage.
6. Parents will be notified if sickness occurs.
Prompt and kind attention will be given.
7. All letters and packages should be addressed in
are of the President.
8. Pupils, accompanied by a teacher, will occasionally attend lectures. No young lady boarder, will under any
um,.,tanc s, be permitted to spend a night out of school,
and ~&rents are respectfully asked not to make such re4J11es~.

b . 9. Boxes of eatables will not be delivered. The tawell _supplied with wholesome food, and we cannot
nstble for the health of pupils who eat irregularly
aad 1fithout regard to diet. Fresh fruit may be furnished.
10. Any pupil whose moral influence is not good,

..: IS
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will be dismissed at once. Flirting with young men or 1
discreet conduct in public will subject a pupil to discip
There ·will be no association with young men exc~ .
-~ Ill
classroom.
11. The very best table fare possible, under the Ill
careful management, will be supplied. Those d!!. ir' ~
bt!drooms for only two young ladies will pay $10 per ve 1
more than those who room wit~ three or four in a roo~
12. Steam heat, water works, bath rooms, l t~
electric lights, telephone and telegraphic connections are in
the buildings.
13. NOTE WELL.- Young ladies and teachers are required to furnish their own towels, soap, combs, bru•'1,
napkins, one pair of blankets, one pair of sheets, one p,>ir of
p£llow cases, one !pread and one spoon.
14. Students will be held responsible for unnece
damage done to furniture or buildings.
15. I ndiscriminate correspondence will not be allowed and parents are requested to limit the numbel of
their daughters' correspondents.
16. If pupils find fault, make complaint, or do not
seem to make satisfactory progress, justice to both st"des de·
mands that a personal invest£gation be made.
17. Visitors cannot be accommodated in the Yount
Ladies' Home.
18. Every article in a- pupil's wardrobe slloul4 be
plainly marked.
19. All young ladies boarding in the Home will be
required to attend all lectures and entertainments held in
the Auditorium.

Honors and Medals.
At the Commencement in 1902 the degree of D. D. was
fern:d upon Elder J. M. Carroll, Waco, Tex.; Elder J.
)1. {d!.·u mway, Fayette, Mo.; and Elder C. W. Daniel,
Piue Bluff, Arkansas.
The Li~bling gold medal was awarded to Miss Lizzie
Fiuu for the best execution in piano music.
The Ed Thomas Medal was awarded to Miss Maze
Hech for Improvement in Art.
The Mrs. C. C. Scott Medal to Miss Janelle Davis for
proverucn l in the Christian Graces.
The Mrs. Dr. Rhinehart to Miss Lizzie Clare Hyatt for
pron·ment in Elocution.
The ~resident Conger Medal to Miss Mary Coleman
for: hou~~·-hepi ug.
The J. W. Wilson meC\jl to J. L. Ballenger for champion in cadet drill.
The Judge C. D. Wood gold medals were awarded to
D. twood and L. T. Grumbles for excellence in the Init=ty Debate.
l'he Inter-Society Medal was awarded to Miss Mary
Porte Chandlt!r for best essay.
A ertificate was awarded Miss Mamie Trigg for prolftss in E 0 ·ution.
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C atalogue of Stude nts.
For Yee.r Endlnll .June 3, 1903 .

.......................................................Texas
orkle.............................................Clark
...................................................... Phillips

S e n ior Class.
NAMlt.

COUNTY,

C. Roy Drn-is ...............·-···-~~--·---·-·..···--·~·..--- jefferson
Earl Rudolph ............................................... lark
Rush M. Caldwell -----..·-------···-··---·- .......Hot Spring
Horace G. Thomasson ................:. ____...Lincoln
Ray E. Pr ·or... ....... .......... . ....................... Ouachita
Luther T. Grumbles -----·-·-·---------Lincoln
William Charles Wood .............___.........Scott
J. Powers Pace
.............................. ,_........... tlanta, Ga.
James P. Cra' •fmd........ ----------·~---..............CleYeland
Mary Forte Chandler.._ .............._ .................Lee
Mamie Evelyn Fultz ··-··--····--....-.--.......Ouachita
Avis Blewett Reaves ......................--------Pulaski
Janie Elizabeth Hervey---------~-.--.--Hempstead
Bertha Adams-.................................................... Clark
Theodore McMillan Blake ···-'-------··----------Clark
Fannie J ohnsan ..·-------------··----------------Clark
Maud Etta W ber------------·--·------------------Clark
Effie Allison
-----·------·---·--------·--------Phillips
Bertha Inez Fish ---·--·-----·----·----- .....- ..........Lincoln

Conservatory.
Plano.

May Helms ----..--.-.................................... New Boston, TeX
Blanche Oval Ada
..............................- ..Clafk

Voice.

:Ma llriley .............................

.......... ---l..e
Art.

Jllrl
Oratory.

.~;~~g . . . ..~.·-·::.·~---.:~-~.-.·__·_:·:_:·: :.-::::: .:·: .·: : :.-: .-.·~~;:
Young Me n.
&liB.

• ]. T.

COUNTY.

.. ................................................... Nevada

:§~: •. ~:~.=: ~~:~-~.~:~~:~
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Bumpus, G. -·~···-'-······-············-- ..,..,............Hempstead
Bivens, J. C. ........
. ......... ..... ··· ····· uachlt.a
Barkman, A. ....... .... .... •. ..
..... ... . . .... Littl River
Brinkman, W. A .........................................- ......., .... Indiana
Blair, H. A . ........ ~....................................._ .............. Ouachita
Burnsides, L. B......- ..............................,._................ Union
Condray; C. E.
. .... ....... .. ~ ulk e
Caldwell, R. M.
- Hut Spring
Crowell, R .•\. ..
.Imlio1o T~:rritnT)
Crowell, B. F. __ . . ... ....... .. ..
. ..... ... ..... l nuiau Territor
Crump, R. E. ........
............ ·...........----·-·· .. Cleveland
Chastain, I. w ...........- ................................ ~
Cleburne
Calloway, J. C. ........ . .. ...... .....
............... Calhoun
Clow, T. .. . ............ ......... ....
... Clark
Cook, E. J.
.. .............................. Grc~:n
Craig, J. M . ................................................................Sevier
C.Swford, J.P. ..........
...... ... . . ........ . .... Cle>d all
Connell, L. B. . .......... . • .
........ Clark
Cobb, C. C. ..
. .. .. . .. ... L n ok"
Catchings, G. J..... ....
.. ...... ColombiH
C~rter, J. J.,...
. .... Cleveland
Carter, M. J.
.. ...... I'11la ld
Clubb, A. L . ..............................................................Johnson
Choate, R. C.
·-·······--··----·····-- Yell
Crosnoe, W. B. .... . . .......... . ..
........... Hempstead
Dodd, W. A. __ .................... .'.................................... Yell
Davis, C. R .... .,.....................................................- ....Jefferson
Dugal, W. M.
Union
Durrett, C. L. .
... .. .... Pike
Dean, p.
.. ......................................................Lonoke
DeLoach, n. .. ..................................................... Independence
Diffie, D. W ................................,................................M4?».tgomery
Diffie, W. A. ~ ...........................................................Mo.rttgomery
Diffie, G. ...
. .. ...... Montgomery
Duncan, J. L.
. ... ...... .
..... ln•l.,pen• ~u~e
Danner, N.C .............................................................Independenc
Dodson, M. F.
. .. .... Colttu1bill
Daniel, H.
............~... . ......... . ... ...... TJA.ll s
Dickson, J . .-\ . .. . ...................... ..
......... Clarlc
Dunham, A. H. . .... .... ......
....... . Clark
Ezell, F.
_ .......... .Jciferson ,
M ••

.c...
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- ............... Clark

.. ...................................................... Union

M ..................................................................Clark
- ·· ................................................Hot Spring
........... ..... .. ... Pi ·e
......................................................Little River
.................................. .. Clark

T. .T •-

ery

.......

. ........... ................. .. .... . .. .. Iudi u Territory
..................................................... Franklin

..... .. .. ..

. . .... .

Clar

- ..............................:....................... Ouachita
.............................................. Hemp tesd
........... - ............ D<lll~.

.............. , ........ ClArk
~................................................... Franklin

•llllllball!, F . J .....................................................Missouri
- - - · H. W. --...................................... ........... Polk
B. .
......... ... .. ................................... _... Union
'""!!~IOD, C. G. --....................... .Jeffer!iOl'l
B. R . ..... _, .•••. ·-··
............. Cross

:t~•lrevF·s·.

.................................. ···- ......... Dre

c. J . ....................................................Clark
W. G . ... .

.................................. Clark
.. ···--········-------- ..... ... rnrlilllJ Territory
··········-···--·-······--···.................~bastian
............................ Polk

-
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Johnson, J . .A............. .........................___................... Union
Johnson, A. V . .................................__.....- ..........Bradley
Jones, E. F ...................................................................Yell
Jordan, R. L . ....................................__..__,..........Clark
Ketcherside, A. E . _ ...,................. __.,.,.................Johnson
Luck, J. B. -·~--- ... _ .................~....,...~...- .........Hempstead
Lambert, E. R ................................-~_.•.,.................Drew
Lester, J.}......................................... _ .....................LaFayette
Leslie, E. P ................................................................ Arkansas
Langford, C. 0 . ._ ...............................__._....~....Louisiana
Lax, T. J ................... ~ ..........................-.-......- _.......Johnson
Lenker, L. , ..,.,.,.____ ........................- -..............Saline
Lawrence, T. H ....~................................- -.........Louisiana
Morris, W ..........................................._ , . . ...- ...Sevier
Meador, .........................
Clark
Maples, J. G.
.........................- ...............Johnson
Medaris,, W,.._ ..................................... __...............Craighead
Matlock, M. A...- ..................................................... Cleveland
McEachin, W. D ..........................____,.._ ............ Sebastian
McGehee, J. D.
. .......... ............... . ............. .]efferson
.............. Clark
Moore, W. .......... .. .. . • ................
Matthis, 0. ........... . .. .. .............-~.......................Chicot
Mayo, S. T .......... _...............................- ................... Mississippi
Martin, L . ................................................................... Yell
Myar, S.
.....................
Ouachita
Montgomery, C. H. ,,.........................._, ..., ............. Hot Spring
Moffett, E. B.....................- ..........._.,.....................Dallas
Norman, C. .. .............. -........ .
.Clark
Nelson, F. "'-"'-·-·--....................................................1\iiA)ntgomery
Newton, E. J .. . ......................
....................
Ashley
Norton, M. H .. ...................... ... .................
..Clcvehtnd
Norman, T. A. ................................... _ .......................Johnson
Nichols, G. W. ......................... . ................... .
Polk
Owen, B. B...........................
.................. ..Clark
Owen, A. ll....... ........... ..... ......................
... l,iucoln
Pryor, R. E. .. .. .................. . ...·-······---................Ouachita
Parker, F. J . ...................
...................... ....
.. sbley
Parker, A. T ..·-----................................................Columbia
Pace, J. P ................... •w .... ,. ......... ........ .... • .. ...Atl nta, Ga.
Pharr, H. W ..................... _ .............. ..
. Ott cbita
Powell, H. E . ............................................._.......... Ne ·al1.1
y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-

t-

• . , . _ . . . . . , _. . .
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IIJl, B.

Dallas
Cross
Drew
Hempstead

.

'.c. c. .

,_sdy, G. W.

.,...n,

fidd, A.
L. ().

............................................Columbia
...Columhia

.-can, W T ..
,..tolph, E...

Clark

JAil'• J. S.
Jllbbins, W. W.

a.ers•

R. C.

JCP, E.
JIIP• H.
n, A. A.

... · ........ ·

.... W.J.
&.Wer, W. D.
IIIJIIa,H: <~.

, F.T.

..... ···-··-· ('";.rcen

. "pvaola.

..................................................... Nevada
. ....... CkvPianol

. ............Cia)'
Clark

...... .R. ..

s.ith, J. H.

-·-- ···-·

.. ....... .. ....... •

lldtb. J.·l..
lllr)', J. JJ. ........ . ...... . •

IIIIMon, .G. W.
IIIIa, G;W..

...Desha

. - ............................................... Yell
···- ~ ···-·

.....,u, H. W.
Jke,C.-C.

!lllllins,- A.
apller,J.·L.
Slllplon, ·D.
Bnag,M. C.
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................. Ho anl
..........- ..... Sali ne
. ColumhiR
.... ... .. ..
Unac-hha
. ............................Franklin
.Woodruff
.........................................Chi
· · .... ..... .. ....
. Yell
... flcn on, La.

... Howard
lark
· ..................................La a,ette
......Indian Territory
· ........... -..... ..

..Logan

-· .... Chicot
.................... l'~ki
............. .......Craighead
................... IJalla.

.. ,................................................Ouachita
.........................Lawrence
. ..... . .... ......
J.iucol.u
.............................................~~Jackson
........ ...... .. ..... ..

... H t.lllp leau

Union
- ...........................................Clark
. .. ...................... ltul.ian Territory
. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .w . . .

r
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Vestal, A. J .
. .......•.........Nevada
Vail, G .
Conway
Valentine, H.
Yell
Valentine, E. L . .. .
........... --···············Yell
Vermillion, H. F. ······························~-..•·· ............Clark
Wharton, J. H . ...... ...
. ...... L 11i ~i ana
Wharton, J. M. ·-·····~···--····--······· ····•·•·-··----·······-l.ouisiaua
Wade, G. M . .............................................,......,••...,.....Union
Wilson, W. P .
....... ... .... .... . ..
..Conway
Wallace, R.
. ClarWallace, W. S ......................... .............-....,_.............Hempstead
Weatherall, T. J . .........................................~ .............. Yell
Walton, H. S . .............................................................Louisiana
'\Vatk.ins, J. S . ...- -.......................... _ ..__. .........Hempstead
Webb, .J... .. ..... .
Qu a e hi a
Winter, J . .. .. ...... ...
Hm\•ar d
Waller, B. . .. . ......... ~·-·····--·----------··•--·-·---··----·.Nev da
Wood, C. D . .,_...........................................................Drew
Warren, D.
.. . .... H ... mpste:u~
Witt, J.
. .. ..... ..
.. ........ Montgomery
Wood, F.
..............
..Texas
Wofford, C. M. .... .. .
. ... ... .. .. .
..Cr wford
Wood. W. C.
..................
.. coLt
Waller, L. E ...........~.... .....................- ..:........,........Columbia
Webb, H. P. .......... . ......... ... ..
_..... L 11 enc.e
Williams, B. P ........................................................... Union
White, R. A. . ........................................_ .............. Yell
Wesson, T .....______ ................. ..................................Ouachita
Wray,J. H............ •. •
.. .............Faulkner
Young, C. .... .. ..... ....... ....................
.. ......... Cl r
Young, W. S.. ... ..... ...... .........
...........Union

a ........ -····················--··-······· ..

-

You ns Ladies. ·
Atkinson, Eleanor,
., ............................................ Woodruff
Anderson, Jenn-ie ...
........ ........
.. ..... _ Qnachi
Allison, .tile
... .. ....... ...
.......... Phillips
Atwood, F.dna .. ....... . .. . .............
..Texas
Atwood, Lelia..........
..Texas
Armstrong, Lanra ........................ ................... ........ Bradley

?

Jertba
Jlthel
JJ)ancbt:....
Af1110n
\Tl)C ..

..
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....................................Clark
.....................................Clark
·._.................... Clark
.... Clark
..............................Lawtetree
............................................ Columbbi........................ Colnmb~
.. Al:\htt 1a
...........................Hot Spring

.......................Ashley
II0\1

ut d

... e ,·~ n,ll
.....................................Howard

.........................................Clark
Hempste a d

Texas
............................................. Dalla$
Texas
Jufl inn Territory
............................... Cl r •
- ............................... Clark
................................- .. Louisiana

... . .. .. .......... . .

-

Clarl::

.... Lee
.. Howa nl

....................... --·-· Ouachita
...... Chi ot
....... Howard
........... Ouachita

.....-............................ Ouachita
............... Ouachita
............... . ~\"l~r
- ........... Clark
. ... lark.

................ ............Clark
--------- ..... Clark

-c-
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ct rk
Conger, Elise ..............
ClAr
Conger, Allie Merle
.... t. Francis
Crippen, Pearle ..
Cle'l'" hu.J.
Cowart, Julia
Caskey, "'annie .. - ······-· ·· .... .
i'r. i 1
Dawson, Anna ········-··················--• -··········· ...... Clark
Davis, Marietta....................
Ohio
Davis, Helen ........
..............Ohio
Davis, o\ lllHl
bio
DeLaughter, Lizzie ..... ..
Ne>llll.i
Dudley, Bessie .....................
............ Arltansas
Davis, ..,ne
Crnighes. ~
Dickson, Clemont ··-···Indian Terri
Dickie, Rosa
Pnln,lu
Dickinson, Daisy ···················-···---- __ ....... Clark
Edwards, Lena
'lark
Edwards, Retia . ....
Clar ·
Eva:J?.s, Alverde ·······--··············-·····---··············Texas
Evatt, Lola ·.........................................
,"colt
Eagle, Bessie
Pulaski
Flannagin, Kate ...........
........Clark
Flannagin, Mary
.. _
Clark
Fowler, ~rabd
llta•lh.'y
Fultz, Mamie······-···········-···············-·--·· ..........Ouachita
Frisby, Clara
Hot Spring
Fendley, Carrie
.1\!..hl y
Fish, Bertha ..... ............................. _ _............Lincoln
Fish, }.1.-lhe
..Lincoln
Gannaway, Elva
. Hr11dley
Garner, Co ra
....... --······Howard
Garrettson, Mary...................
Kenluc y
Gammill, Zula
Ouai::hitA.
Gunnell, }ami
.r\rkausa.<;
Gresham, Beulah ....................................•................. Clark
Gholston, M . .......................................-::...~ ..........Phillips
Goolsby, Jessie
................,
T.ittle River
Gunter, Ruth
ColumuiA.
Columbi~
Gunter, Lizzie
... Mississippi
Green,. 'eva
Hudson, P arle
....................... Union
Dallas
Hickey, Jennie .................... .

Ouach£ta Colleg e .

..................................................... Drew
........................................Louisianll!'
................... Louisiana
....... Cle,·

.......................................Hempstead
........................................................ Clark
.,................................................,..Clark
.........................................Texas
............................................- .....Clark
..

f ,OUl '1 U

·e _ .................................- ..................Clark
................... ................ ... ~ .......Craighead
ie....................................................Cleveland

L1:1..1.1e

....................... . ........ .........

.Oua(! h ila

. . .... ........ .... .. ......................... Cleveland
..................................................Cleveland
_......... ............................................ u~chita
l.illian
.......................... Pulaski
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Meador, Minnie ..................
G r1 anol
Murrell, Mary .. .
Clnrk
Moore, T\ u.:ilo.:. ..
.. - ................Clark
McLaughlin , Mabel
Cl r k
McCorkle, Amboline ................... ~.-,.,..~ ..............Clark
McSwain, Cora..........................
Clllrk
McDaniel, kma.. .. . ...... .. .
lark
McCallum, Lillie................... .......
. Clark
Newby, 1\J idr: i t'
. ..... .......
... Ouachila
Nance, Annie Lee ..............................._ ._.............Texas
Norris, Reppie .........~.....
. Union
Owen, Emma ........ .........
l...i roln
Osborne, Murre! .......................................,....,..............Chicot
P'Neal, Edna ........... ............
...
... .... .. Clank
Pryor, l!'tl o
' lar
Pinkston, Mattie
St. Francis
Pace, Julienne ..................................- ...,_....,_....Georgia
Pelt, Viola ................................................................. LaFayette
Pelt, Leona - ....................................~...................... LaFayette
Pryor, May ............................................- -..................Clark
Parker, Bess . .. .
.. Co~a'
Pope, Blanche ...........,.~ .....................~!..................St. Fr~ncis
Payne, Alice ..
.................... Yell
Payne, Mertie..........- .........................-.................... Yell
•
!:barr, Maggie._,..................................... ..................Ouachita
eaves, Avis
. ......... .......
......
J•ula~ki
~bodes, t uci le
... ....... ... ..
......~ ......... Hempstead
R osamond, Esther.............................:..,,_.__•.,....Mississippi
R oebuck, Addie
.... Cl.,~1 m•l
Smith, F.•l na
.......... - ..........Cleveland
Smith, Audio
.. ..L incol11
Saunders, L ucy
.. ..... .. .........
........... •. ... . St. Francis
Slade, Effie ....... ... ..... .... . .. ...
. ....... ,.. Union
Simms, Be1Jie.~..........................................................Dallas
Swanson, Edith .................................................... ..Cleveland
Schweitzer, Aline ......... . ........
...... Crali'(hc~rl
Swaim , A 1ma
.... . . ........ _.,,._ ........ _.......,..Lonoke
Strong, Salome........................- .... _ ...........- ..........Chicot
Strong, May
. .. ........... . .. ...... .. .... Chicot
Shifilett, Biddie
. . ........... ......... .
.... .. Lonoke
Strickland~ .................,.......... ......... ~·~·w
Howard

.........

k

.......... .
•l(lllll8D,

Pearl ............... ..................

,_u, l{a;r.d
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l.aw f'1 n ee
H ow n l

Wo~ff

...................... Umon
Cl
.... ·
· · ....................... Nevadl
ara ........:.....
·
_.u,lunan,
1\hhln::o]
.........................................Clark:.

~~~;ary ·-............·.~·:..::. :~::~::::~:::::::::::.:::::::.~=~ada

foOie Aol.l

..

. ; e , Ann a

.::··..--·:·.·::::::_.................................. ~ndian Territory
... rnigbelltl
... C'm i ~ht:a•l

~~~orDe, t:ur
L l~lla

W4Well
-.,eu:

I!un ice
ftaaer, .Ethel
tWDer, Blau ·he
flmer,Josie
nol, Neva
,Em 11J,a
,)Iamie
Oil . Mrs. H.
n, V'trgin ia
, Annie
, Maude
W.U., Myrtle
W'Jebe, ~inette
'WIIIb,Clara

...................................... Clar k

.................................................Columbia
·· .... I,., F ~~ ettt>
· .. Ht>lllp~t•'ottl
............................................... Phillips
..
.. ........................... Phillips
l.av. r .. nre
'Jar·

..Clark
·· ...... l,i ncoln
·· .. l,itUe R iver
.................................. Faulkner
.................................... Union

( ~.

.... llrc w

· ...............................~.Texas
· ' ' · ........ ·· ... ...
Green
.......... ·· - · Drew
. Clark
, Nellie
........................... ....
CJauk..
sie
· _ ........................................... _, Clark
-~· · ·--

.:. . . . . : : :.:. : .~_·:::::::::::. :·~ ,.;::;:::~:

==~~: ~ ..;.~::: ~::
Ola

.. ........... "

........... .......
Pula ld
......................................._ Faulkner
................................................. ..lpdependence
··· ·
.......................Independence

~-

-

•
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Ouachita College.
McCallum, Lillie
Newby, Midgie
Nance, Annie Lee
Norris, Reppie
Pelt, Viola

Conservatory o f F in e Arts .
Plano.

Flanagin, Mary
Pelt, Leona
Atwood, Edna
Flanagin, Katie
Parker, Bess
Atwood, Leila
Frisby, Clara
Pace, Julienn,
Abraham, George
Gresham, Beulah
Pope, Blanche
Allison, Effie
Goolsby, Jessie
Pryor, Etta
Adams, Ethel
Ganaway, Elva
Rhodes, Lucilt
Adams, Armon
Garner, Cora
Roebuck, Addif
Adams, Blanche
Garretson, Mary Neva Ross, Isabel
Atkinson, Eleanor
Hervey, Janie
Strickland, Do~
Barringer, B.
H~dge, Mattie
Strong, Salom411
Bell, Gussie
Hawthorne, Ethel
Scott, Mildred
Bettison, Bessie
Hopkins, Marion
Saunders,:Luc
Baker, Mollie
Hall, Lonnie
S~ider, Waited
Ball, Myrtle
Holcomb, Lottie Mae Scoggin, Da~aJ
Bell, Mattie
Hickey, Laura
Sparkman, Cl8.l111
Bishop, Corrinne
Hudson, Pea:i-1
Starr, Maude
Boyette, Aline
Helms, May
Steadman, Pear!
Briley, Ida
Jacks, Claudine
Swaim, Alma
Blake, Theo
Johnson, Sallie
Strong, May
Brown, Ada
Janes, Heyden
Scott, Hazel
Bloomfield, ·Belle
Knowles>, Heyden
Saunders, Mary'
Beck, Josephine
Kimpel, Leonora,
Shoupe, Rubie
Clow, Mary
Kennedy, Iva Lee
Swanson, Edith
Coleman, May
Kimpel, Bertha
Schmith, Edna
Curry, Vida,
Kirkland, Mae
Schweitzer, Alint!
Coleman, Gilder
Logan, Minnie
Thorne, Anna.
Crippen, Pearl
Conger, Allie Merle Lawrence, IJumphrey Thorne, Cora
Moore, lris
Townsend, Ne~
Conger, Lucile,
Moore, Ophie
Toole, Ada
Conger, Elise
Moore, Lucile
Tidwell, EuniCI
Connell, L. B.
Monroe, Laura
Vail, Guy
Cargile, Katie
Montgomery, Minnie Wade, Maude
Clardy, Edwin
Webb, Clara
Chandler, Mary Forte McMurtrey, Mamie
McMurtrey, Lula
Wilkerson, L[,r.e
Delaughter, Lizzie
Merritt, Mae
Windes, Quid~
Daniel, Mrs.
Murph, Allie
Williamson, ·-~Il l'
Dickey, Rose
McLaughlin,
Mabel
Wells, Myrtlll
Dudley, Bessie
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Webb, Maude
Wood, Janie
Wood, Pearl
Weaver, Alberta

Pipe Organ.

Tbeo
, 'Julierme

Pryor, May

Wocd, Pearl

Cornet.
,._~~ert,

E. R.
Students In Violin.

Ncman, C.

Davis, Anna
Wood, F. D.
Givens, H. A.

hlldley, Carrie

Steadman, Pearl

Cruk, £1arabel

Bettison, Bessie

o-k,Ni~a .

flllrt'• )fagg1e

F~ltz, Mamie
Jones, Edgar
Dunham, H.

Pupils In Guitar.

Weaver, Nell

Pupils In M andolin.

Stinson, Guy

A rt.

Mop, Corinne
1111, Gussie
Cadeton, Marion,
Glauaell, Jamie
Bickey,Jennie
a.drick, Bertsie
lfuce, Annie Lee

Osborne, Muriel
Owen, Emma
Pittman, Britton
Shifflet, Biddie
Swaim, Alma
Smith, Edna

Steadman, Pearl
Turner, Josie
Tidwell, Eunice
Vaughan, Virginia
Wade, Maude
Webb, Clara

V: ce.l .

lrlley, Ida

Hall, Ka{e
~.Minnie
Hudson, Pearl
Mattie
Holcomb, Lottie Mae
Cllter, J. L.
Haynes, May
L~cile
Hammond, Will
• Ehse
Hickey, Jennie
Cliaadler, Mary Forte Jones, E. F.
• Tom
Kimpel, Leonora
Kirkland, Mae
Monroe, Laura

=:::•

Swaim, Alma
Swanson, Edith
Sboupe,Rubie
Scoggins, Daisy
Saunders, Mary
Strong, Mae
Turner, Blanche
Vaughan, Virginia
Wyche, Toinette
Wilkerson, Lizzie

Ouachz"ta-Central System.
Flanagin, Mary
Gholston, Em
Gardiner, W. A.
Gammill, Zula

Merritt, Clara
Parker, Bessie
Reaves, Avis
Rhodes, Lucile

Atkinson, Eleanor
Armstrong, Laura
Berry, Bertha
Clardy, Edwin
Claw, Mary
Davis, Sue
Fowler, Mabel
Green, Neva
Garretson, Mary Neva
Gholston, Em

Ganaway, Elva
Hyatt, Rube
Hartin, Ethel
Kimpel, Bertha
McLaughlin, Mabel
Parker, Bessie
Swaim, Alma
Schweizer, Aline
Trigg, Mamie
Thorne, Anna

Webb, Clara
Wood, Janie
Wells, Myrtle
Wilson, \\'i tcm

Ouachz"ta College.

or,a.....,~,,.u-•

Em
McLaughlin, Mabel
Elva
Nance, Annie Lee
Mary Neva Parker, Bessie
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Lax, T. J.
McGehee, J. D.
Webb, Arthur

Specle..l Elocution.

Thorne, Cora
Buckner, W. v.
Gathright, M. F.
Grumbles, L. T.
Harris, J. G.
Hill, A. B.
Reagan, L. D.
Thomasson, H. G.
Wood, W. C.
Watkins, J. S.

Cle..ss Elocution.

Armstrong, Laura
Monroe, Laura
Bumgardner, Ada
Pelt, Viola
Baker, Mollie
Pelt, Leona
Bledsoe, ]annie
Pharr, Maggie
Coleman, Mary Gilder Parker, Bessie
Conger, Lucile
Pope, Blanche
Fowler, Mabel
Rosamond, Esther
Fish, Bertha
Ross, Isabel S.
Hyatt, Rube
Saunders, Lucy
Hartin, Ethel
Shiffiett, Biddie
Hawthorne, Ethel
Strong, May
Helms, Mae
Strong, Salome
Kitchen, Olive
Tidwell, Eunice
Jacks, Claudine
Wyche, Toitette
Montgomery, Minnie

Adams,J. T.
Barton, H . D.
Gardiner, W. A.
Hambrice, M.
Janes, J. I.
L~ck, J. B.
Matlock, M. A.
McGehee, J. D.
Reagan, L. T.
Skeen, R.
Smith,J. H.
Turner, A.
Vail, G.
Wood~ F. D.

Greene, Neva
Harris, Fay
Hyatt, Rubie
Jacks, Claudine
Kimpel, Bertha
Kimpel, Leonora

Stenography and Typewrltlnll.
ga~lnt"r,

Ada
De Laughter, Lizzie
p b>rrinne
Dugal; Wm.
Jltllop,
,t..ddye
Frisby, Pennie D.
0
flilh ley,• Eppie
....
Gunnell, Jamie
....ley, Ida
Harris, Fay
.,..11 ,- Rosa
Harris, Leslie G.
Cllfdy, ;idwin G.
Hutson, Roy
snan. :Mary Gilder Hopkins, Bessie
C)lldray, C. E.
Johnson, Fannie
Manning, Lillian
11gb tm, Lula
J)ictson, ~armont

Swaim, Alma
Trigg, Mamie
Webb, Maude
Barton, H . D.
Grumbles, L. T.
Hill, A. B.

Regan, Elmor~
Roebuck, Addle
Shores, Howard
•
D'
Sc~ggms,
a1sy Le e
Turner, Ethel.
Weaver, Nell1e
Chapman, ~aughan
Reaves, Wnght
Moore, Je~nie
Jordan, L1de

Bookkeeping.

Bates, C. R.
Jlakely, B. C.
Jlluapus, Geo. W.
Cuter, M. J.
Ooenoe, Wes. B.
Graves, E. F.

Givens, Henry A.
Jordan, Lide
Hutson, Roy
Lawrence, T. E.
Manning, Lillian
Nichols, Geo. W.

Porterfield,~S.!A.

Turner, Ethel
Shol'es, Howard A.
Wesson, Tennyson
Dean, Paul
Frisby, Pennie D.

Gre..duates Bookkeeplnll-1903.

Cuter, M. J.
Deu,Paul

Nichols, Geo. W.
Jordan, Lide

Graves, E. F
Wesson, Tennyson

01-aduates Stenollraphy and Typewrltlnll-1903.

-.Jaop, Addye

Harmonic Gvmna.stlcs.

Atkinson, Eleanor
Armstrong, Laura ·
Bledsoe, J annie
Catlett, Aurelia
Davis, Sue
Fowler, Mabel

Business College.

11gham, Lula
'hnaer, Ethel
1ng, ~illian

. . .ley, Ida
Jeaaa, Elmore

Bumgardner, Ada
Beasley, Eppie
Scoggins, Daisy Lee
Roebuck, Addie
Harris, Fay
Dickson, Clarmont

Carter, M. ].
Coleman, Mary G.
Frisby, Pennie~D.
Weaver, Nellie
Johnson, Fannie

Ouach£ta-Cetzt1al System.

Summary.
Students in Literary Department ......~-·-·----·····---··-·· ......
Students in Conservatory............ .. ..
................
Piano ......................................................-···---·--····--·124
Vocal ..... .....
42
Violin ..............
. ...... ...... ... .................. 'J
:Mandolin ...................................-,............... .
Guitar .... ......... .
.. ................................... J
Pipe Organ.................................... ................ ...... ... 4
Cornet ...........................,........,.,..,...,.,.._~--~-----···· .................... 1
Art -.......................... ............................ ....... .... .... ... 19
Elocution, special .
..... ... ....... .. . .. ....... -3o
Elocution, class........
........... ..........
-·· .... l.1
Students in Business Department...::-............................... .
Bookkeeping......... .
.......... To
Stenography ........ .... ...
. .............. ................ Jl

,.
Alumni Association.
iiml, W. T.

Vice-President, E. R.
LAURA HORN.

WILLSON.

Executive Cornrnlttee.

B. F. Condray,

John McMillan,

N annie Adams.

Boarcl of Trustees.

49

J. H. cMillan,

B. F. Condray,

D. W. McMillan.

CLASS OF 1888.
Jessie L. Cross, PH. 8 ..........._ ..........................- •. Arkadelphia, Ark.
J(n. Dallas Kirby, nee Flora Stinnett, PH. B ... Texarkana, Ark.
Prank P. Turner, A. B., Pastor Churc'h.................. Harrisburg, Ill.

Total .......................- .......................... ..
Names :r;epeated..................- ................................. .
Net number of pupils.... .
. ........................
Resident pupil!! ... ........
......... .. . .............
Non-resident pupils ....
..............................
Male p npils..
, ...........................
Female tmpiJq ..........
........................ ·· · ..........
Number of counties represented ...........H·~----~------·-·--·······--·--.
Number of states represented
....... .. ... . .............. . .... .

AMIS.

Secretary,

CLASS OF

21

. "'

1889.

]. M. Carter, PH. B., Lawyer .................................... Texarkana, Ark.
'Mary H. Cox, PH. B ....................r···.............. Mountain Home, Ark.
R. E. L. Eagle, PH. B .................................................... England, Ark.
Sallie L. Foster, A. B., Teacher..................................... Dalark, Ark.
Mrs. A. F. Watkins, nee Lula Gaulding, M.~. L. Vicksburg, Miss.
Mattie Hearn, PH. B., Teacher ............................tb'kadelphia, Ark.
ohn H.
nsworthy, A. B., Phys ician ...............Little Rock, Ark.
John G. Lile, A.M., Lawyer
. Cor1way, Ark.
Mrs. A. H. Brown, nee Joan McCallum, A . B ......... St. Louis, Mo.
Benj. F. Milam, PH. B., Pastor Church ........- ...- ........ Arcadia, La.
Xie Oldham, PH. B., l.a ·er
....... Washington, D . C.
Joe ~wland, PH. B., Teacher......................... Summmerville, Ark.
•Bme Swan Williams, PH. B., Teacher............ Arkadelphia, Ark.
CLASS OF 189<>.

Jas. H. ;Bennett, PH. B., Pastor .......................,............ Kauffman, Tex.
Mrs. T. J. Gantt, nee Adrienne Brown, B. 1,............... Union, S.C.
Mrs. Dr.J3ookshire, nee Ida Cox , PH. B .............. Ft. Smith, Ark.
Ayl.tner enniken, A. B., Lawyer.................... ,.....:.El, Dorado, Ark.
Mrs. William ~. nee Maude Horton......- ....................Timpson, Tex.
Wtn. S. Johnson, A. M., Teacher U. of A .......... Fayetteville, Ark.
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Mrs. Gaither, nee Pinie McNutt, PH. B ................. Dobyvillet 1
•;as. R. 'Thomas, A. B ........................................_ .......... Bradley ·
• • •l,;
Thomas Hellrn, A. B., Foreign Missionary................ - ......_, Chi
J. William Warren, A. B., Lawyer................ New Lewisvillet \r
CLASS OF 1891.

Josiah Hardage, A. B., Lawyer.............................. Arkadelphia, Ar·
Mrs. J. P. Cooper, nee Nannie Hardage, B. s ...Waxahachie ·r
•
.
• f
Mrs. Glles C. 'Taylor, nee Edna Juntel, A. B ........... Fordyce, Ark
•Bernard L. Mills, A. B., Lawyer....,......................'Tucson, .•\Than
'Andrew J. Nelson, B.s., Teacher............................... Gurdon, -~rl
•~aude Slaughter, B. s. .. ... ..
.. ................ ::\[a iu.nua, ArJr.
Gtles C. 'Taylor, A. B., Pastor ....................................... Fordyce, A•
Robert Wallis, A. B. , Physiciau..-......._ ................ Camuon, r~
Lottie Weber, PH. B . , Teacher High ScbooL.Arkadelphia, Ar&
CLASS OF 1892.

Mrs. Dr. Sutherland, nee Sallie Compere, A. D......... Mena, Ar
William B. Peeples, A. B. ............
Conway, Ark.
Mr.s. L. R. Scarborough, neeNeppie Warren, PH.B. Abilene, Tt
Alice Searcy, B. L., Teacher
Auuo" r, r"k.
Mrs. R.N. Howell, nee Effie McCallum, B. L ...........Arcadia La..
Sallie Williams, B. L., Teacher, High SchooL Arkadelphia,Ar
CLASS OF

I89j.

John Crow, A. B., Mechanic .............- .................Little Rock, Ark,
Mrs. Cameron, nee Stella Gibson, A. M. - .............................Texd
John H. McMillan, B.s., Lawyer--...~. .•. _.Arkadelphia, Ark.
Hattie McSwain, B. L...
Emm~;:tt, Ark.
John B. Moore, A. B., Lawyer.~-~..-· .................Clarendon, Arlt1
Benj. Y. Searcy, A. B., Teacher.... _ ~......,.•.-...........:Annover, Ark,
Chester L. Turner, A. M., Supt. Public Schools..Carthage, Te%,j
Laura Weber, A. B., 'Teacher .
............ 'F lion, Mo.
CLASS OF 1894.

B. F. Condray, A.B., Teacher, Ouachita College. ...............
...................................................... _._..............Arkadelphia, Arkt
P. P. Conger, B.s..............................- ................................ Benton, La.
W. T. Conway, A. B., Teacher, KendallCollege.. Muscogee, I. T.
Mrs. W. M. Pipkin, ;nee Jennie L. Compere, B. s ....... Mena, Arit.t
Nannie L. Friar, B. L ................... ..........................., ....Haynes, Arlre
Lillie Green, B. L., Teacher.. .........
............... St. Francis, Arkf
•Ethel Gage, B. T, ,
• .. .•. ....
.. ...... _, ........... Jonesboro, Ar~
E. J. A. McKinney, A. B., Pastor.......~,.................... Starr City, Ark.t
Mrs. Jordan,nee Maud Major, B. r,.,. __ .,,................... St. Louis, M0 •

Ouachita College.
)lrS

sr

cDermid, nee Annie McCallum, M. :e. L ...... _ ....... Kansas
A. B., Lawyer .......................................~-Temple, ·rex.

]· w. }tiley,

CLASS OF 1895·

:sasil Baker, A. B., Lawyer ...
.......... joU~- bo o, Ark.
G ~mett Cannon, B.s., Physician......................... .Jo~esbo o, La.
Jtirs. L. C. Libby, nee Maggie L. Brooks, B. L . ........Midyett, Tex.
bert E. Montgomery, B.s. ........
.. .............j om:shoro , Ark.
..0
.
Ind •
•
)Irs. p, A. Zartng,
nee Alsey Ingram, B. s .........._,..,.T ap1~0,
)Irs. Jeremiah Clark, nee Mattie Biscoe, A. B ............. ~ms, Tex.
M.s. Cobb, A. B., Lawyer .....................................Hot Spnngs, Ark.
)Irs. W. W. Winters, nee Rosa Edwards, A. ·B ....... Malvern, Ark.
tarne McMillan, A. B., Teacher..........................Arkadelphia, Ark.
:R E Reed A. B., Pastor Chnrch..............- ..............Louisville, Ky.
viva.}'axto~, A. B., Teacher, High School... .....Little Rock·, Ark.
}Irs. c. B. Riggin, nee Minnie Purifoy, B. L ........Junction, Ark.
-.muel Allen, A. B., Superintendent Schools........ Waldron, Ark.
T. P. M. Compere, A. B., Law Student............... Ann Arbor, Mich.
CLASS OF

1896.

James Stanhope King, A. B., Teacher, Ouachita College.
........ .......... ... .......................................... Arkadelph1a, Ark.
f$eorge W. Garrett, A. s ................................................,Jouesboto, La.
David H. Gill, A. B . , Pastor Church ........................Hamburg, Ark.
Mrs. s. H. Allen, nee Mamie Moncrief, B. s .........Waldron, Ark.
Alice Helen Saunders, B. L . .....................~---·-......Forrest City, Ark.
S. L. Holloway, A. B ..................................................~ .. .Rogers, Ark.
A. H . Biscoe, A. B., Physician. ............................ - -.........Tioga, La.
John L. Hargrove, A. B ......_ .._____.. ______......... Washington, D. C.
J. A. Smith, A. B., Pastor....................................~...Springdale, Ark.
lllalinda !della Gardiner, B. s., Teacher............Arkadelphia, Ark.
V]ohn Edgar Hawkins, B. s., Lawyer..........- ........... Magnolia, Ark.
CLASS OF !897•

Oscar]. Wade, A. B., Pastor Church..............,......... EIDocado, Ark.
B. C. llowen, A. B., Lawyer..............................~.......Beaumont, Tex.
F. F. Gibson, A. B . , Pastor.................... --,~·" ....... Ft. Smith, Ark.
Mrs. Johnson, nee Georgia Belle Moore, B. L .....Texarkana, Ark.
Mrs. David L. Harris, nee Claire Jackson, B. L ......... Dnblin, Tex.
'*Uliam M. Jones, A. B., Druggist ........................... Magn~lia, Ark.
Mrs. Flatt, nee Annie McCallum, B. T.. ......,. ............. Clinton, Ky.
Ida C. Weber, A. D...._ ...........................................Arkadelphia, Ark.
{J. F. R orex, A. B., Principal Maynard A<!ademy.. Maynard, Ark.
Chas. A. Glo~er, A. B., Medical Student............Little Rock, Ark.
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-Annie Black,

B.
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:r.., Teacher, Ouachita Conservatory ......_

.......... ........................... .....
Vasco G. Hinton, A. B., Editor

v. w.
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~ p. Luck, A. B., Physician ......................................... McNeil, Ark.

..... Ark· delphia

....... Pocallunta'
Lizzie Mary McCallum, B. 1,., Teacber.
. ... T ~te r ' \
Bynum E. Hinton, B. s. ..........
.Washingto
Mrs. Dr. Baine, nee Lizzie McNutt, B. I,....................... II
~
T. E. Mears, B. s., L.awyer........- ..............................H amb
l\til
Hampie Blaine, B. J:.. .......... ......
1\Ionti~:ello, At\

'n

CI.ASS OF 18<}8.
Mrs. Feazzell, nee Mayme Cook, B. :r.. ................ Arkadelph
Ellie Gardner, B, :r.., Teacher, Clinton College................ Ke
Leon Head, A. B., 1st Lieutenant U.S. Army
Clarice McManaway, B. L.
Ethel Neel, B. :r.•..
.Bertha Reasor, B. r•.
CI.ASS OF 1899.
Laura Horn, A. B., Teacl11~r
L~stE'r, Ark
Munnie Owen, A. B............................ - .,.................. ElDora ' Ark.
William Thomas Amis, A. B., Pastor.................. Hot Sprind \
Nannie Armon Adams, A. B., Teacher............. Arkadelphi Ark
Robert G . .Bowers, A. B., Pastor Church ........................l\'<l·o, Te:&
Mrs. Pen Lile Compere, B. !,., .................................. Louisvi1 , KJ
Nin Elizabeth Beard, B. :r.., Teacher........................... Howe.UII Ark
Eva West Humphreys, B. 1,-., Teacher............... Arkadelph' Ark
James Thomas Meek., A. B. .
ELDI.lra•lv, Ark
J. H. Eugene Rosamond, A. B., Phy11ician........ Grand Lak~~a Ad;,
Lloyd Alton Rowland, A. B., Lawyer...................Texarkan Ark
Bertha Catherine Slaughter, A. D. -- .................. Marian
\rk
R. A. Watson, A. B.......
B~rnil •. LA
CI.ASS OF 1900.

Leona Ball, A. B., Student, School of Expression.... Boston, MIISII
Ruth Gannaway, A. B., Teacbet- ............................. Pine Bluff, r
Eltha K itchens, A. B., ................. .. ... ......... .. .. Jonc~ oro, Ar~
A. H. Nuckolls, A. B ... ....................- ...........................Pine Bluff, Ark.
C. N. James, A. B., StudentS. B. T. S .....................Louisvillt', K11
•p, T. Walker, A. B., Teacher, Clinton College........ Clinto" KY·
W. M. Briscoe, A.B., Teacher, Ouachita College,................
i.
..
... .... .... ....................... Arkadelplua, }Lrk.
B. A. Lewis, A. B., I.awyer............. -......................
.\r
C. E. Scott, A. B., Principal............ Ouachita Academy ,

McMillan, A.

B . ............................................. Beaumont,

Tex.

CI.ASS OF 1901.

"!'.A- Wood, A. B., . ...
... .
. 1\lonticdlu, Ark.
,g R. Willson, A. B., Teacher, Ouachita College.......- ............ ..
·
.................................Ark4delpbia, Ark.
A· A- Condray, A.B.,C~sh. , Life Insurance Co., Little Rock, Ark.
s.J. Cannon, A. B., Student, s. B. T. s . ................ Loa~sv~Ue, Ky.
J&IIles Sterling Rogers, A.B., StudentS. B. T. S., I;.outsvtlle, Ky ·
Ju l !'OD M. Shaw, A. B. Principal School.. ..............Thornton, Ark.
J. R. Allen, A. B . , Teacher High School................Pine Bluff, Ark.
Chas. M. Kee, A. B. , Teacher .....................................De Leon, Tex.
Chas. Dana Guest, A. B . , Teacher ...............................Benton, Ark.
James Seth Compere, A. B., Student, S. B. T. S ., Louisville, Ky ·
El Dorado, Ark .
'Mary Lee, A. B., Te• rh.,r....
.Agnes Burton Beavers, B. :r.., Teacher.......................... Benton, Ark.
ltanche Lingg, B. r..
.. ...... H •·lcna, Ark.
lertie J. Erwin, B. :t,. ......- ...........................~............Monticello, Ark.
G ort-(i•• Gholston, A. B.
.Trenton, Ark.
Etta Green, A. B. .
Cht:rry Ridge, La.
Cora Cole, B. 1.. .. .
Cherry Ridge, La.
Willie Marks, B. 1,., Teacher ................................ ,J{ingsland, Ark.
Ida ~acock, B. 1.. ..
...
..
Ilougla'\ 1ll c, Tex
Mrs. Birdie Pryor Orr, B. 1,., Teacher............................. Perla, Ark.
CI.ASS OF 1902•

ll. J. Anders, A.

Law Student ....................:::::............Ann Arbor
1· R. Anders, A. B., Principal School..........................Warren, Ark.
Carl y Dodwell, A. B., Teacher...............................Clarendon, Ark.
lionnie Hall, A. n ....................................................Arkadelphia, Ark.
J. N. I.awless, A. B., Student, Rochester Theological Seminary
C. C. !lemley, A. B., Bookkeeper ............................Claremore, I. T.
J. T. hipman, A. B., Law Student...........,.......................Ann Arbor
ugusta Pierce, A. B. . ............
........ .. .. ..... H elena, Ark.
Bthel Tidwell, A. B.
.................... ..... Ruck llt:T, Ark.
Cora Woorlborn, A. B., Teacher ................_ ............Jonesboro, Ark.
D. M:. Citty, B. :r.., Merchant.. ................. ............................Oz:an, Ark.
Ptanc~~ Bordelon, B. 1,. ...
................. . ... ........ Cotton Port, r.a.
Ola Dudley, B. 1,-., Teacher ...................~ .................Jonesboro, Ark,
lin. 1. R. Anders, nee Mittie Williams, B. I. ............Warren, Ark.
B. ,
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C o n servatory of F ine Arts.

:Fannie .Meek.................................................. ~.l"f El Dorado, Ark.
pearl ;\lcPh~r on ....... ............
Ark aolclphia, Ark.
atherine Rowland, Teacher ........................ Bentonville, Ark.
Mrs. Sam Harrington, nee Bessie Chandler..Marianna,A rk.
Lilla Porter ....
. .... Ueleua. Ark.
Zelma Cox .......................:................................~..., Stuttgart, Ark.
Lutie Lane ............................................................. Pine Bluff, Ark.
Cora :I-Inck ............
........................................... Warren, Ark.
A. H. Briscoe, Teacher .............. ...
..Gurrlou, Ark.
'Voice: Cora ack..........................................................""'"".Warren, Ark.
JPocutinn: Fannie :.\Jeclc .... . .. . ......... .. ..... .
El<lorarlo, Ark.
Lucy Denson .......................................................Warren, Ark.
Aft: Beuna Baker .............................................................. Naabritle, Ark.
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1900-

1893•

Piano:

Mrs. W. H. Booth, nee Mary Kelso ..............Texarkana Atlt
Mrs. Lena Williams, nee H~ar<l ........ ... . IT1 lhboro: A.tk

Piano:

Mary Daniel, Teacher..... ~.... ,......,.~----·······~---Magnolia, Arq
Laura Weber........................•." ..--····· ........... Arkadelphia, Ar
Mrs.-R.N. Howell, nee Effie ctCallum.................... Louis
Mrs. Goodwin, nee Olive Stit~·······················-Pine Bluff, Arlt.
Fannie Brewer . ...... ...
... .............
11f:tl{lluli~, A.r..

1894.

1

895·

Piano: Mrs. L.A. Jones, nee Grace Clark .
..... .jaqp~r Ark
Elocution: Mrs. Dr. Zaring, nee Alsey Ingram............Tampico: led:
!8<}6.

Piano:

Lillie Brooks, Teacher.................
............!llitln:H, Te;tJ
Lizzie Butler, Teacher.......,_.._...,...,....- .......Arkadelphia, Ar"k
Mrs. Gattie Gresham
. ......... H~uoit, Mi!llt
Mrs. Reyburn, nee Lottie Neely .............,...... Little Rock, Arkt
Mrs. J. P. Watson, nee Fannie HAislip ..........Alexandria, La,
Voice: Mrs. Alice B. Miller....................- ...- .............West Point, Mise,
•Mrs. James Caldwell, nee Irene Earle ......Little Rock, Arkt
Art: Mrs. H. C. Pierce, nee Luna Hardage ....................Temple, Tex.
1897·
Piano: 'Sue Belle Wood, Teacher ....................Ouachita Conserva
Art: Annie Black, Teacher ................................Ouachita Conserva
Annie McCallum...........................~................Clinto~ College, Ky.
1898.
Cora Mae Brown, Teacher......................................Warren, Ar~
Mrs. May Lamberl................._,k,_.................Monticello, Ark•
Eva \\'arc-........... ............ •
...............................:....Lonoke; Ark~
Elocution: Nina Beard ........... .. ..... ..... .... ... ........ .. .... HoM•ll, .\.rk.
Etta Mae Clark ..
........... .. .. .. ........ IIlilldlle, Ar~
Mrs. Dr. Rheinhart, nee Ida McDonald....Camden, Ark•

Piano:

1899.
Elocution: Mrs. Rose, nee Josephine Earl~ ...............
..Paris, Tes:~
Hattie lli uton ............. ..
. .................... .. Sardis, Ar~
Mrs. J. L. Hargrove, nee Lena Shirey, Washington, H.C
Mrs. Birdie Pryor Orr............- ...............Arkadelphia, M '

I9QI.

fiano: Dollie Flenniken............................................_ ......C~tmden, Ark.
Maud Haynes ..............
..... ... . ..
Hoj>e, "Ark.
Elise Prewett.............................................,...... ~.Fc:n:est City, Ark.
Roberta Wallace .......................... :........_.. ........... Magnolia, Ark.
Mae Gardenhire .................................~.._,.,. ............ Camden, Ark.
JPocution: James Sterling Rogers .......................~ ......... Lonisville, Ky.
Willie Marks..................................................Kingsland. Ark.
1902,

Piano: _Lillie -::lyrd ......... ............
...... 1-'iue Bluff, Ark.
Willie Ball ..............................................Cinci!Jnati Conservatory
Lois Bennett, Teacher......~ ............ ,.,...........,4rkadelphia, Ark.
Janelle Davis, Teacher ................... Mountail:t Home .Academy
Lizzie Gresham ............................." ................Arkadelphia, Ark.
Pearle Hale...................................... ~ ........:..............Osceola, Ark.
L izzie Finn........................................._,....... ....... Monticello, Ark.
Ressie Johnson .................................·-·-·~---·,....... Augusta, Ark.
Birdie Jordan, Teacher .........................~,_..........Okolona, Ark.
Grace Morse .........................................,....., ...........Jonesboro, Ark.
Ruth Shearer .........................................~...............McCrory, Ark.
Lauralee Powell, Teacher ........................, .............Gurdon, Ark.
Myrtle Wells, Supt. Practice ..............Ouachita Conservatory
Art: Terrie Cbandl~........................................................Marianna, Ark.
Lizzie Clare Hyatt .............................-.-...~........... Monticello, Ark.
tory: J. N. Lawless .................... Rochester Theological Seminary
Frances Bordelon.............................................. Cotton Port, La.
•neceased.
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Business Collelle.

H. M. Wright,
A. E. Yarbrough.

C. H. Williams,
W. H. Rogers,
Ellie Gardner,
Presley Garrison,

IS¢
Bookkeepi ug.
R. L. Johnson,

1897•
Bookkeeping.
J. P. Fendley,
Shorthand.
U. J. Cone,
Hattie Marx,
Edna Beasley.

0. N. Lee,

J. Ej. Ricketts ..
Lona Riddle,
Magnolia Rogers01

1898.
P. P. Barnes,
R. L. Hutchins,
C. B. Ma.c k,
Kittie Austin,
C. B. Mack,

J. W. Brown,
A. C. Stewart,
Mark Owen,
Shorthand.
J. G. Bond,
Jamie D. Ward.

J. G. Bond,
C. V. Lester,
J. M. 'tate.
Etta Mae Clark,.

1899.
~ookkeeping.

R. L. Buffalo,
W. Poss,
C. W. Cargile,
Clyde Erwin,
M. E. Chamberlin,
Clarissa Pipkin,
Frank Bennett,
C. F. Collins,

R. L. Carpenter,
J. L. Ragsdale,
W. E. Craig,
W. N. Hale.
Shorthand.
Kittie Kincheloe,
E. S. Moore,
J. T. Bussell,
jennie Benton,

Carrie Morris,
C. B. Waddel,
Julia Clopton,

W. B. Nash,
Annie Rudy,
T. W. Hudson.,
Lula Ligon.

19Q2.

C. C. Remley,
W. P. Hale,
J. L. Rogers.
Ethel McLeod,
Mamie Lee Crow,
Ellen Simmons,
Cora Thomas,

Bookkeeping.
S. T. Robertson,
V. L. Gresham,

P. D. Frisby,
L. W. Amis,

Stenography.
Della Corey,
Ruth Wells,
Bonnie Francis,
Flore:iice Mears.
Kate Mershon,
M>try Ross,
Mrs. Geo. W. Garrett.

TE.JVTH YEAA-..

Cataloaue
_And Announcement
... o.f ...

C entral Collet!e,
Conway, Ar.tan.ra.s.

For Youna LadieJ.

Open.r Sept. 22, 1903.
For Se.r.rion

MAIN BALL--<.'BNTRAL COLLRGB.

o.f 1903-1904.

•

Calendar for 1903-1904.
190}.
September 22, Tuesday, 9 a.m.-session ~pe~s.
November 23-24-25-First quarterly examm~tlons.
November 26, Thursday-Thanksgiving hol~day.
December 1, Tuesday-Second Quarter. begms. .
December 19, Saturday-Christmas hohdays ~egm.
December 29, Tuesday-Re-opening after hohdays.

1904.
January 2S.2 9-3o-Second quarterly exam.inations.
February 2, Tuesday-Third Quarter begms.
.
February 13 , Saturday-Anniversary of_Alpha Soc1ety.
February 22, Monday-Washingto~'s ~rrthday.
April 7-8-9--Third quarterly exammah~ns.
April 12, Tuesday-Fourth quarter be~ms.
May 7, Saturday, Senior Theses subm1tt~d.
.
May 7, Saturday-Anniversary ~f E~zehan Soc1ety.
May 30•31 , June 1 -Final Exammahons.
. .
June 4 , Saturday-Joint Session of the Literary Soc1et1es.
June 5 Sunday-Baccalaureate Sermon.
June 6: Monday, 3 p.m.-Meeting of Board of Trustees.
June 8, Wednesday-Graduating Exercises.

xecutive Board of Central College.
fl.

w. Rrni 1~;,;,

Chairman.
E. W. ROGERS,

G.W.

]. FRANK ]ONES, Secretary.
W. W. MARTIN,
BRUC~.

Central College.
Officers of Administration and Instruction.

W. W. RIVERS, M. A., PRESIDENT.

(University of

ississippi; University of Chicago.)
Etzglish and Logic.

II.RS. l>ANA SLAUGHTER MILLAR, M. A., PRINCI·
PAL. (Mary Sharp College.)
Laft'n and Greek.
KISS IDA E. FLUCKIGER, B. A., (Centr.al College;
pecial Work in "Europe.)
Modern Languages.
MISS S. V. SHEPHERD, B. A., (Hollins Institute.)
Mathematics and Science.
/fistory.

IIISS MARGARET ORR, B. S., (N. M. P. College.)
.Intermediate Department.

lfiss FLORENCB

HAMILTON, B. S., (Central Baptist ollege.)
PJ ima1J' Department.
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W. W. RIVERS ,
Business Manager.
MISS FLORENCE HAMILTON,
Secretary to tke President.
MISS BEE ORR,
MISS LENA O'SHIELDS,
Librarians.
School of Expression and Physical Culture.

..._. .................................................................~.
School of Art.

__...................................................................

:....

School of Music.

_MRS. ALMA TERRILL THACH, DIRECTOR. (Me
politan College of Music; Cincinnati College of Mu1
sic; Chicago Conservatory; Special Work undet'l f•··
Hanchett, H. A. Palmer and others.)
Piano, Pipe Organ and Harmony.
MISS JESSIE B. CALDWELL, B. A., M. M., (Bosttt
Conservatory.)
·
Piano.
························~,.,..d·•··· ············ ····-·········fi'OI

Voice Culture.

-······-··-· ,....,__ ,....... _____.........................----

Stringed Ins~ruments.
Home Department.

MRS. W. W. RIVERS,
Matron.
MRS. JOSIE HILDRETH,
Housekeeper.

Central College.
History.

This College is the outgrowth of a desire of the Bap-

tists of Arkansas to have under their fostering care an institution. devoted exclusiv~ly to the higher education of young

ladies.

This desire first began to materialize at Eureka
in the fall of 1890, when in convention there assembled, the Baptists adopted a resolution, offered by Col.
G. W. Bruce, and appointed a committee to report at their
next annual meeting upon the "necessity, advisability,
and pr:u icr~ h ility of building a college for the separate and
lu:-:.i,·e education of females in this State." At the appointed. time, at Arkadelphia, in October, 1891, this committee reported with unanimity in favor of such an institution, and the report was adovted by a unanimous vote of
the con\·c11t ion . This institution, then, is the property of
the
kansas Baptist Convention, and its affairs are conducted by a Board of Trustees appointed by that body.
~nder .this management the College has constantly grown
Ill tqtllpmcnt, patronage, and influence.
ring~,

Location.

In the spring of 1892, ground was broken, and the
foundations of the College were laid at Conway, a thrifty
~n of 2, 500 people on the Little Rock and Fort Smith
hllroad, thirty miles north of Little Rock. This beautiful

~n is situated on the edge of a high, rolling prairie, one

lllil~ south of a range of the Ozark Mountains, and hence is
ltlbject neither to rigorous winters nor to sudden climatic
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changes, so injurious to delicate constitutions ; and Yet i~~t
altitude is sufficient to give freedom from malarial 111 fi 1
ences, while the fresh breezes from the prairie rende,a
climate pleasant.in the oppressive months of summer. J• ,r'
ents may rest assured that their daughters could not be
more favorably placed in respect to all external c: 1.• r.•
stances of topographical or climatic influences.
·

th

ectccl a very handsome fountain on the campus, which

ti1Jls IIJJUCh to the

beauty of the grounds. Near the center
the grounds stands an elegant three-story brick building,
~d pecially for and adapted to the wants and conveneoces of young ladies. Here under the same roof are the
paool rooms, family rooms, parlors, dining ball, library
fOOJD, &l(>ncert hall, and atnple quarters for about one bun-

dled board~:r-..
Aims.

This school, owned and controlled by the Rart ·:
aims at Christian education in the highest sense. The re.
ligious views of its patrons are respected, and the ru'·
are allowed to attend the church of their choice as far as
practicable without interfering with proper disciplin
It
is our purpose to educate girls to be strong in intell t in
, sympathy, in love of right; to set in motion an influ
that will make the standards in education and socie het.
ter; to cultivate a love for what is really beautiful and trud
We would fit our girls for the grandest sphere in 1· fe-1;
of wife and mother in a refined and cultured home. 'I ·
training the better enables her to become a "bread-winn "
should necessity demand it.
We, by no means, neglect the social side of the ·rl
life, but fit her for ease of manner in polite society. Wo
have none of the dissipations of the "city finishing ., ho· 1'
that so frequently wreck the health of girls, nor the .li
tractions which prevent growth.
Building a.nd Grounds.

The campus consists of about ten acres of h igh, r0:h
land on the outskirts of the town. The growing ~h d
trees, shrubs and flowers, the curving walks and un.
drives varying the smooth green expanse, combine to 1111 k
a most attractive lawn. The ladies of Conway have n~c~n

Equip ment.

'I'he ilding is lighted by electricity, and supplied
ghout with hot and cold water, which is secured from
deep well. We have our own system of water-works.
1'bere are well arranged bath rooms on each floor. The
baflding has recently been fitted up with a steam heating
piiDt; this not only adds to the comfort, cleanliness and
fu l ue~s of the building, but together with the electric
Upts, lenders the building practically fire-proof. There
are four broad stairways of easy ascent leading from the
6nt to the second floor, and three from the second to the
thhd; these further add to the healthfulness and safety of the
lidding.
Library.

We hav~ a choice collection of books, and our pupils
-.=:om·htndered in their studies by lack of works of re. We are adding to our library constantly.
Our :friends may help us in this work; and we trust
._:any will do so in the future, as man) have already

Dttrin~

the past session our library has been a subscriba llbtnber of daily and weekly newspapers, and the folli magazines:
ortb A merican Review, Suc~'S, The World's

Central College.
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Work, The Watchman, Atlantic Monthly, Youth 's Cr
'
J
panion, Review of Reviews, Century, St. Nicholas, H
per's Weekly, Current Literature, Ladies' Home J our 11
Great Round World, Munsey's, The Etude, Ford's R
tory, Educational Review, Arkansas School Journal,
mal Instructor.
Lectures.

The students of Central enjoy the privilege of a lt-ct
course in which we have the opportunity of hearin t~
best talent in the country at rates far more reasonable t:h
can be secured in large cities~ We have special ltettL
from time to time by prominent men. Besides those d~~
ered by different members of the faculty, the Princip
quently discusses questions with the young ladies of pt:c
iar importance to them, touching conduct and health. Tbl
intimate relations arising from the life in the Home mlUI
these talks doubly valuable.
Literary Societies.

In the business meetings, pupils learn the fundamental
jlliPclples of vernment, and thus they are better prepared
the study of history, civil government and political
Central College Ma.~tazfne.

The Lite~ary Societies publish The Central College
azine, whtch enables them to gain practical experience
11 flusiness matters and arouses an interest in their literary
,.ort. The Magazine has been a great help in the past
ad it is proposed to improve it in the future.
'
La. bora. tory.

While our ~aboratory i.s not large, it is equipped with
.,aratus sufficient f.or ordinary experiments, and it is belli added to as requtrements demand.
Schoo) 'if Music.

The importal!ce of this department can hard! b

• ed
Y e overellimat · We feel no hesitancy in stating that, in addiboll to_ th~ correct musical knowledge usually acquired by
~ ptaut.. ts, we offer such advantages for higher study as

'?11. make tt to the interest of those resolved to become speA very important feature of the college work is that
ualiats to _enter our school of Music and devote their whole
the Literary Societies. The Alpha and Euzelian ~ citt
time to this art.
of Central College are second to none in their enthus'
~It is our ai~ to advance the pupils as rapidly as their
and earnest work. They each have beautiful halls, t:• u
1riU ty a~d the tu~e they conscientiously give to the work
ped by the young ladies and their friends.
In this more than in any other department 'of t• l'
....:'!nut. Paz::tcular attention is given to a correct beginlife a girl learns self-reliance and does independent tl· ·
fall •Ja~r we reahze that the foundation must be most careing.
~~ A pu~e taste and accurate execution is cultivat•
e first,_ tn order to secure finished musicians in
Between the Alphas and Euzelians
friendly rivalry that enters and benefits all of our
1tftb J.:ve an~ Interpretation. This school is supplied
_,....._, h;n Ptanos, cottage organ, and pipe organ. This
work.
The weekly exercises consist of music, elocution,
r.. tam,rn.....lready taken a high rank, and it is our purpose
lt.
ing from magazines and choice works, essays, writt
bates, discusstoP, etc.
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Pipe Or•an.

Students of this instrument must have good at', ;1
in piano playing, and ought to join the classes of I I. 1
Counterpoint, and Musical Form, as the.se studies are
special importance to organists. A spectal course is
vided for those who wish to become professional \ hurc
ganists. All pupils will have opportunity for p , i 1
public, either in concerts or during chapel servi
student of exceptional technical ability, who has
through the theoretical examinations successfully wiU
entitled to a Diploma, with the title of Graduate
Music.
Teachen.' Training Course,

Two years ago we instituted a course for the tr ·uin
teachers for work in the public schools, and it will be
tinued in the futur~. It prepares the student in
and Practice and School Management and takes a r. [•1d
view of public school studies, with stress laid on the
ot presenting them to a class. It is taken up the lattelli
of the session, and can be carried by those pursuin a
ular course. Quite a number of our students who are
the higher classes avail themselves of this opportunity
they may be better prepared for work, while it is almo4
dispensible to those who have never taught or wis~ to
cure a higher grade license.
Primary Department,

This department has recently been added to the .
and is intended to do the work necessary tp fit the 1rl.s
the Preparatory Department. It will consist of four h
There is a special teacher in this department, and ~ 0
. the regu1ar co 11ege '",0 r k-111
assisted by the teachers 1n
expression and physical culture.

Medals.

it1c ·nti ,·e will be offered for excellency in the
Mr. J. H. Black, of Hope, has
a gold medal to the young lady making the highest
in h<:nt ... ~.:-ht:pfng . l'he Board of Trustees offers one
scholcHship. There will also be one gi~en for
essay, to be contested for by the two literary socieTbere will probably be others in different departdl·p·utltltnt:.

The Home,

feature of this institution, and one in
all thoug-htfui parents are interested, is its excellent,
and ell-arranged College Home. This is preover by the President and .his wife, assisted by the
The Lady Principal will have especial supervisthe young ladies in the Home. The young ladies
"'--·'--·-- of the family, and are carefully looked after in
to their studies, health, exercise, and habits. The
is mild, yet firm, and made to conform as nearly
to that of a Christian household.
&eedom that is consistent with safety and good
IIJ. .u<=•n, is allowed; but every thoughtful parent will
that there must be more restrictions in a large
echool than in any private family.
ptpils from a distance should board in t.be instiWe can not be responsible for them when they are
lltrou.:>h the town.
·
can not overestimate the importance of boarddaugllt~..::rs in the College. Here they entertain no
,i they are not exposed to inclement weather; they
titne on account of rainy days; they have the careof the teachers at all times, and many other
~YilbtlhH•" which no private family can afford.
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R.equiremen ts.

Each boarder-teacher as we~l as pupil-:-must prr,\·i,
herself with all needed toilet arttclei, napktns, one pah! f
sheets, one pair of pillow cases, ?~e pair .of blank , a~
one white counterpane. In addttton to.thts, each one is re.
quired to bring a plate, cup, saucer, kntfe, fork, and s 1 ·n
to be used in her room in case of sickness.
Uniform.

For convenience and economy, as well as for placil! a
check upon the extravagance of such as are fond of •lJ,111
and to remove all causes of mortificatton on the part of thOilJ
who are unable to afford it, we have adopted a neat anti
inexpensive uniform to be worn on all public occJ j,
In no case will it cost, complete, more than $12. 50, mr'1 1
ing the modified Oxford cap. This uniform will, with ·1n
er care, last two years.
Pupils will bring plain white dresses, to be worn as a
uniform dnring the first month of school. For Comm
ment nothing but plain white dresses is allowed. The can•
didates for degrees wear Oxford gowns and caps on the da1
of graquation.
.
.
It will save trouble and expense tf mothers wtU P'
vide at least three white shirt-waists for their dut glH<·'
also a plain walking-skirt to be worn until· unifo
are
purchased.
For everyday use plain dresses~must be worn, suclt as
would be suitable at home-calicoes, ginghams and the
like.
These regulations are insisted upon, and
parents will assist in maintaining them.
To Our Patrons.

It is important that all pupils be present on the f
0
day of the session and remain to its close. The loSS

daYs at any time during the term is a serious matter to
upiL :Every class has certain w.ork to do wh~ch canbe su:-pe:H.leci nor retarded to sutt tl'!e conventence of
bers who are absent. As a rule, pupils who visit
JIIIIPe !!luring the session become discouraged and suffer
pup:l-; are not allowed to spend the night away from
nege unless they are accompanied by their parents or
110
,.-_nt a written request from them. If the President thinks
he maY refuse even then. Correspondence is restricted
the pupil's immediate family, unless parents furnish the
-dent with a list of those with whom their children may
!Ill. All letters bearing any other postmarks are
fCd'lll'ded to parents for examination. All letters, whethmiw· or outgoing, must pass through the hands of
sitknt or Lady Principal, and are subject to inspec-

No roung lady is allowed to leave the premises unless
pani ·cl by some one of the teachers.
larents should always confer with the President or
Lady Principal when called on to incur any expense not
pated.
All qw.:"tions regarding studies, examinations, habits,
IIOclai pri\ it · ~co;, visits, and recreations, must be decided
the Pn:;;iden , and all communications from parents reapeetjng the same should be sent to him direct, and not
tiHQagh the medium of the pupil.
upil~ will be charged for damage done by them to the
The occupants of the several rooms will
respon,.ihle for the damages done in their rooms.
Accessibility.

th

onway can be reached by pupils from almost any part
e ~tate on the day they leave their homes, and pupils
thtng can reach nearly any part of the state the same
ey lean~ Conway.

Catalogue of Stude nts.

Honors and Prizes. 1901-"02

For Year Endtn• June 10,190 3.

Medals.

D e gree Grad"ate.

The Trustees' gold medal, awarded for highest ,ch
arship, to Miss Emma Riley.
The Mrs. Leo Schwarz gold medal, awarded for b 1 ,b
grade in Senior Music Class, to Mrs. Sarah Cole Hart ,
The Mrs. Jo Frauenthal gold medal, award
highest grade in Junior Music Class, to Miss ).Lij
derson.
T he J. H. Black gold medal, awarded for h
grades in Housekeeping, to Miss Daisy Draper.
T he Elocution Medal, offered by Miss Burchet Petdl
was awarded to Miss Dica Scroggin.
Honor Roll.
[Students whose general average for the year was over 90.]

Burns, J ennie
Denison, Maggie
Flippin, Sue

H amilton, Mary
Riley, Emma
Terry, Daisy

jfAME·

COURSE.

COUNTY.

elcls , Lena May, ..........._ ..........B. L . ..........- ...- .....Phillips

Graduate in P iano.

ne·-·········-·-···-···-·------··----...................---Baxter

Register of Pupils.
ME.

COUNTY.

l.,illian ··--~·:-----··-········---····-··-Faulkner
Willie .......................~........................Faulkner
t , L iuise........ ~···········..-····"·................. Faulk;ler
n, Laura .................................................Faulkner
Allen, Lucy .............. .......................................... Conway
Allen, ci l .............~.......................~.............~.....Faulkner
Akin, Nannette................................................Faulkner
Beard, May - ..........................._ ........................- Indian Territory
Bolling, Iorence ..........................................- ....Crawford
Brittin, Bramlett................................................... Van Buren
Booth, .:\laud .... . ......
.................................. White
Birkett, :\loUie .................._.... ... .....
Woodruff
Oroate, Jessie ............ .... . ..... .. ··- ............. !'up~.:
Clloate, Dana ...................................................... Pop
Ceaada, Fay ...........................................................Faulk-ner
~· Will ......................... ............. ........ ...... J ohnson
t4te n, Sallie ................................·---~--..·--·--···Faulkner
0.. r, at· ........................................_ ................Faulkner
~n, Jethro ...................--·----·------A hley
~11.
gie....._ .................................. - ....... Faulkner
er , t>Ora .......... :..............................................Ashley
n,
n,
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Evans, Nannie ......·-·······-·-··--··········................ Indian
Evans, Edith ..................- ....................................Faulkn r
Farmer, J ohnnie ...................................- .............. Faulk
Flippin, Minnie ........................ _ ....................... Fautkn
Flippin, Sue ········-········-··--·-- --------....................... Faulkner
Frauenthal, Ruth ................................._............... Faulkn
Frauenthal , Theresa .......................................... Faulku r
Firestone, Minnie .............................................. Faulkn
Firestone , Bessie ................-----------------------··Faul
Gregory, Verlie ......--------------·--------------Ashl
Gould, Witt...................-------.............................. Faulkn
Greer, Lorine ........ ____ ........................... _ .......... Faulktl
Glover, Alzara ............ ----------...........................Faulkfll r
Hodge, Zaidee .................... ____ ......................... Faulko
Hamil ton , Mary ............................................:.......Fa ulkn
Hartje, Bessie.........................................................Faulkn
Hildreth, Sar.ah ----.........................- ...- ............ Philli.
Harris, Ruby .......................................................... Yell
Higgs,
ud. ---:--------------------------------------1 ohnson
Hildreth, May Belle --------................... Phil~
Holman, Mrs. -----------------................................ Faulkner
Harrell, Ora ...................- .................................... Faulkn r
Harrison, Ellen ........: ..... ______ _............ Conway
Harrison, Katie --·--···----------·-··---·--·--------Indepen
Harris, 1oe......................................_._ ............. .
Harris, Maggie .................................................... Faulk
Hoss, Cltfton ..................._ .....:....... - ............... Faulkn
Harton, Laura ...................................................... Faulku
Hobbs, Annie................................................. Conway
Hartley, Eula ................................................ Faulkn
Hartley, Lillie ............................................ Faul
Hartley, Verua ............................................Faulk
Hodge, Mrs. E . .......................................... Faulkner
1ones, Em.ma ................................................ Faulkner

Central College.
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Bernice............ • ................... -·-· ...
Fa nl kn ·
M:l k
-- .... -·-· ....... Faulkwr
Jones, Dell -.-----------···--Conway
Jl!lles, Mamie ·-····h············-···· --· ..·----· ... Foul · 1 11~r
]' uk t s, .Effie
···-··-··-····............. -· l'l w-n
Jenlttn~ rda ..
....................................... ......... Cleburne
illt..~tnn , Lucy
Fn !Ikner
J,eal, l)aisy ......... .......... . ..........
..-..... F'aulkn
J,ea, R ,~ 1
....... Faulku
,~.Nellie ..
--··--·--·------lla ·te
tl . .Mildred
- - ... .
Fnu kner
J,ile, llu..: .t
.... -·-··
F. ulku~r
lfFphy, Esther
------· Faulku~r
nni 1,.:,, Irem.:
.. ..................
............. h••n·o~.:
1 ne , ll ku ..
-·-----· .........................Conway
lone, l•:tlwl.. .... ____ ·--------·.... C<Jn \HI)
lii11J1lll), ' lnra ..... ......... .
...... .... ....
..Un ion
Korton, Pdtti~ .... ----·---···-·-·-· ··-·-W h ite
Verrill, Howard ---~............................................ Faulkner
llorgan, Dorsey .... _ .........................................- ... F .ulkner
lf.artin, Bessie .............- ......................................... Faulkner
Kartin, 1 ·rbo..:rt ...... ··- ........ ··-·--··--···--···-.Faulk ner
Kills, Lillie
. .................... ------·-··-··· -· F.mlkner
lienry, RI•SC ··- ............. _
.............. lml·pl"ndenc
eely, .~ri a .....................................~ ....... T~awl· · uc~
Neely, Ca n e .............. . ·-· ............................ Lawretfce
ewburn, Pauline ............................................... Faulkner
hietus, Lena ................... ..................... 1-'h ill ips
Shields, Lottie' . ................... __ ·------·· .. l ' hillips
G!r, Bee ....... ·----- ................. -... ....
Mi :i~ ippi
~elley, Reba --------·-·-..··--------- - ...................Sebastian
e, llnby ......................................................- Faulkner
Jo c-e Delia .,..__ """"····~····----------·----·· ..........- .Faulkner
lk, Genrg · -·--.................................................Phillips
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Peel, Bessie
.. .... ........... ..... .....
Van Buren
Paisley, Lacy-1--··-····-...............
~........_ .•....Faulkner
Quin, Ellen -·······························-·~·· ................Ashley
Rogers, Lottie ............................. __...................Faulkner
Rodman, Bertha
........ ........ . . F ran ·lin
Rainwater, Olive........ _................ ....... -.......- ..Conway
Raleigh, Cecil ......................._ .._,..__....................Faulkner
Ringgold, Ida .................._ ............ ._ ........- ......Faulkner
Ringgold, Eunice................- ... ·--+.•t~-·--··-····Faulkner
Robins, J ulia .................................._ _ .,,......._.._ Faulkner
Robertson, Glenn ............................~---···---....
Scaife, H-ettie .......- ........._...............--.....-......Phillips
Scroggins, Dicie ......................... .......................... Conway
Scanlan, Blanche .................................- _ ..._ ....Van Buren
Stephen , Lin ie
.............Van Buren
' 'Ot
Stephenson, Grace ............. - ....... ..... . Ch 1c
Silverberg, Eula ................................._,_ ............Clay
Simms, Edith _ ............................---·-~.............. Conway
Simms, Ida .............. ........ ..... . .......... .. . hi cot
Slaughter, Olive ...... ..............- ..~--............. Indian Territ
Smith, Theodore................................................... Faulkner
Smith, Lelia ...........................................................Faulkner
Smith, Floy ··---·-----·--........................_ .....Faulkner
Sullivan, Beulah .......,.......................____.,.._ ..Boone
Simpson, Gertrude..........................~--·-........ Baxter
Shaver, Maud .......- ........................._
..........- Independence
Shaver, Lula .._.................................... ~-..·--Independen
Shiply, Elwin ............_ .....................- - ............. .
Thurston, Lula ..............................--- -..........Tennessee
Terry, Daisy .....- .............................."·-···-·-..Union
Terry Ethel - ................- ...................- -.......... Union
' Plonie
Thines,
...... . . . ......... .I•.aulkncr
Thomas, Dora .-................................... _............Faulkner
Tripp, Emmet _ ........_ ......._ ............- -........... .
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!, Blanche...............................................Faulknet

, Ida .........................................................Faulk
, 1 dith ....................................................- ..Indian Territory
Gladys .................................- ...............Louisia l•
........"'ru. !\ ollie................................................ Cra wford
J,son, Uary .............................................. FaulknE:
Pupils in Special Departments.
Plano.

on, Willie
~,May

aotJ!, :Maud
~g, l'lorence

Jlllbtt, Mollie
JINDs,IW.ith
PlrJIIer, jolulllh.o.pry, IVerlie
Qller, Loritn·
arrison, Katie
Jlllman, Mrs.
Bollbs, Annie
Jlodce, -=aidee
llllrison, Ellen
Blldreth, Sallie
J-,Kamie
J-,Del!
.r.kias, Ida

Johnson, Nelle'
Love, Nell
Malone, Helen
Malone, Ethel
Manning, Irene
Martin, Bessie
Murphy, Esther
Morton, Pattie
McHenry , Rose
<i>verstreet, Grace
O'Kelley, Reba
O'Shields, Lottie
Pence, Delia
Paine, Ruby
Peele, Bessie
Rainwater, Ollie
Rodman, Bertha
Robins; Julia

Ringgold, Ida
Ringgold, Eunice
Ro~ers, Lottie
Stevenson, Grace
Sullivan, Beulah
Smith, Floy
Sims, Edith
Simpson, Gertrude
Simms, Ida
Shaver, Lula
Slaughter, Olivette
Thurston, Lula
Vaughter, Fannie
Vann, Mabel
Voris, Susie
Williams, Gladys
Wilson, Mary

Mandolin.

Allenon, Lillian

..... May

a....t, Will
CIID.te, Dana

Harkey, Roscoe
Overstreet, Grace
Manning, Irene
Murphy, Esther
Martin, Herbert
Robertson, Glenn

Rodman, Bertha
Shipley, Elwin
Stevens, Lizzie
Sims, Edith
Tripp, Emmett
Vann, Mabel

Expression.

Flippin, Minnie
Firestone, Minnie

Scroggins, Dicie
Shaver, Lula
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Burkett, Mollie
Canada, Fay
Choate, Jessie
Clark, Katie
Clifton, Sallie
Cole, Ruth
Cox, Louise
Denson, Jethro

Harrison, Ellen
Malone, Helen
Neely, Ada
Orr, B
Overstreet, Grace
Paine, Ruby
Ringgold, Ida
Scanlan, Blanche

Sullivan, Beula&
Thurston, Lula
Underhill, Ul 11 ,
Vann, Mabel
Vineyard, Ida
Voris, Susie
Greenhaw, E. B

Alumnae A ssociatiQn .
Officers of Alumnae Association.
HETTIE DUNAWAY,

Voice.

Booth, Maud
Harrison, Katie
Jones, Emma
Livingston, Lucy
Love, Nell

Malone, Ethel
McHenry, Rose
O'Kelley, Reba
Rodman, Bertha

Cole, Ruth
O'Kelley, Reba

Quinn, Ellen
Scroggins, Dicie

Brittin, Bramlet
Cole, Ruth
Cox, Herbert
Hildreth, May Belle

Hodge, Mrs.
McHenry, Rose
Malone, Helen

Johnson, Nellie

Rodman, Bertha

JIAOD HoBBS ,

Rogers, Lottie
Sitns, Edith
Stephenson, Gra~
Williams, GladJt

Vice-P1esidmt.

GuSSIE SIMMS,

FANNY VAUGHTER,

CI.ASS OF

President.
Secretary.

Treasurer.

I895.

Callie Buck (nee Grisard) ..............................,.-.. ~ ..... A ilene, Tex.
Physical Culture.

Underhill, Blancfl

Art.

Paisley, Lacy
Shaver, Maude
Steven, Lizzie

CI.ASS OF 1896.
s.tty lhznaway
........................................................~ ........Conway, Ark.
Alva F orbes (nee Maynes) ............................... Caruthersville, Mo.
ltannie Hogan (nee Dunaway) ................................ Batesville, Ark.
Jln,!Peorgie Hendrickson (nee Sanders) ........................ Conway, Ark.
l'lorence B all!-ilton ,.~·····················································-········Conway, Ark.
lin. Josie Can non (nee Lile) ··························-·-························Louisiana
l'lara Pet"!llt: ........ ...... .
....... ·····-·············· Indian Territory
. . . Mary F lenniken (nee Riley) ................ ··-·········~In Dorado, Ark.

Art Needle work·
CI.ASS OF

Bookkeepin ll.

Evans, Nannie
Scanlan, Blanche

Shaver, Lula

Shaver, Maude

1897,

. . . :R.uth Easley (nee Stephan) ·-······························Little Rock,
JllrylJ'nderhill ........... -·-··················--········--······-···------····Conway,
Plora Sta.rk (nee Hardin) ......................................... Ji~onway,
·"Mollie Jones (nee Cannon) ........................................ Magnolia,
CI.ASS OF

Ark.
Ark.
Ark.
Ark.

1898.

caster ...................................................................Dardanelle, Ark.
CI.ASS OF

~e~s .....

I899.

.... . ..
.
...
. ........ Forrest City, Ark.
ndta Rorex (nee Manh) .........................- ............. Maynud, Ark.
Tontpkin · ......
.. ...... ........... Auburn, Ala.
« .......................................................................Conway, Ark.
--...............................................- .................... DeQneen, Ark.
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CLASS OF 1900·

Mrs .. Ber~e Bruce (nee Mills) ········-··················· ...............El Paso, Ark,
Ma~1e D1ckson ..
..
.. ... . ..........::..............Rhodessa, La,
Elhe Tatum ............ . ......
... ,......................Bl Dorado, Ar~
Augusta Simms ........,.....................................................Lake Village, Ark;.
Emma McLure
...... .. .
.. ............. lludtuer, Arlt,
CLASS OF 1901.

Hattie Hanna
Little Rock, Ark,
Prf'~c~ t Ark
<:ora TI i Lt
Mary \\orrl
. . . ... ..... ..
Forrt-~t City, Ark.
Mrs. Mary Wright (nee Edwards) ............................. Buena Vista, Ark:,
Josephine Williamson ............................,.....__ ...............Quitman, Ark,
Lon Sanders.....................................................
. .. HllLt!n, Ark.
CLASS OF i9CJ2.

Daisy Bruce ..............- ............................._ .......... ~.................. Conway, Ark,
Fannie Vaugbter...................................................................... Conway, Ark,
Elsie Harrison
......... ..... . . ...
............ Au\'t!~nc, Ark;
Mrs. Sarah Harton..................................~~-·--·---· .............. Conway, Ark4
Ola Shi!.cltelford..............................-:,......- ............................Okolona, Ark,
Mary Glenn ..•~..................................... . -................._ ........... Benton, Ark.
Maud Hobbs - ........................................._ ..............- ...Plnmmerville, Ark.
Dicie Scroggins .....................................................................Morrilton, Ark.

General Information
.:.flpplyin8 to both Ouachita
and C en t ral Colleae.r.

Conditions of Admission.
To Either College.
Pupils, from other schools, bringing certificates of pro.
£ciency in the Preparatory Courses outlined on anoth
p~~e will be admitted to the Freshman Class, with the pr
01
vtston that students admitted on certificate are on probati
and must prove their ability to do the College work as cr.·1.
<lition of remaining wi'ch the class. Pupils who do not
bring such certificates will be examined on the subj
<>utlined under "Schedule of Preparatory Work."

Schools.
Instruction is given in the following schools:
I. Philosophy.
II. Latin Language and Literature.
III. Greek Language and Literature.
IV. Mathematics.
v. Modern Languages and Literature.
VI. English Language and Literature.
VII. History.
VIII. Political Science.
IX. Natural and Physical Sciences.
X. Pedagogy.
XI. Bible.

Courses of Study.
School cif Philosophy.
'fhe abjects are treated mostly by topics. Wherever conflictillS l'heories ar_e encountered, the various arguments a~d their nec,.,ary t•nd< nc·l• are presented to the student and he 1s encouraged
\- ~tiL:nt.: and judge for himself.
We endeavor to present the basal principles of all knowledge
11111 belief so as to avoid bigotry on the one hand and skepticism
the other.
In 1·~~ c-h<>lr>n \ the student is referred to his own consciousness.
.. the nnal test of all psychical truth.
'the incipal theories of ethics are carefully considered and
tetl to questions of duty-individual, domestic, social, civic,

lad tlJt-i~tic.
J n;.( c.

Hyslop. Three hours a week. First t~rm, (57· )•
~2· Three hour~ a week. Second term.

l'•ychol >gr.

fit.)·

li:thics. Gregory. Two hours a week. First term. (38.)
4· Jlistory of Philosophy. Weber. Two hours a week. First
tlllll lecond terms. ( 76. )
tourses I and 2 are required of candidates for all degrees.

School cif Latin.
pplic m s for admission to this school should have completed
made up of grammar, prose composition, reading and
I!II,U:lolc:•~·cy, as follows:
GmJJU'.lr,_:_A thorough preparation in the elements of etymeyntax and prosody. Bennett's Foundations of Latin and
'Latin Grammar are recommended.
l'rose omposition.-The first twenty five lessons in Bennett's

~111~••un1e

Conq>c>~i i<m.

aea li •.-Three books of Caesar's Gallic War; and three

-

,

~e l'llnlbers in parentheses indicate the total number of recitation period&

-.oi:DQrse.
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books of Virgil's Aeneid. It should be remembered that the 1 ,1
lege desires the ability to read Latin,· the choice o f ~' t:ctv '
studied is of secondary importance.
'!'be Roman method of pronouncing Latin is used.
Mythology.-Guerber's Myths of Greece and Rome.
The undergraduate work in Latin comprehends the followi
[The bracketed courses are not given in 1903-1904·]
r. Cicero and Composition. First Oration against Catili!IIBennett's Latin Composition complete.
Three hours a wee '
First term. (51:_)
2.
Cicero; Second and Third Orations agalnst Catiline. Hor.
ace; Selections from the Odes. Three hours a week. S c, nd
term. (57.)
3· Latin Literature. Mackail's Roman Literature ~up Jl•
mented by lectures. History of Roman Literature, Capes'
rl
Empire. Two hours a week. First and second terms. (76.)
[4- Roman AnHquities: A systematic consideration of the
constitution of the Roman family, status of women, marriage, chil,.
dren, education, the Roman bouse and its furniture, food, rlr~ .
baths, games and amusements, books, trade, travel, religi
death, burial, etc. The aim of this course is to afford a more
thorough and sympathetic knowledge of Roman private life thaUI
the course in literature alone would give, through systematic lee~
tures copiously illustrated by lantern views and photographs frotll!
the remains of Roman civilization pre!ierved in Pompeii, Herculq
neum, Rome and elsewhere. Two hours a week. First and Sec.
ond terms.] (76)
Course 4 alternates with course 3·
~- Horace; Satires and Epistles. Tacitus; Germania and
Jgrtcola. Two hours a week. First term. (38.)
Course 5 is collateral with course 3·
[6. (a) Roman Comedy. Selected plays of Pla:utus and Terenct
with some attention to the place of comedy in Roman Literatu
Critic.al study of versification, language! and syntax. (b) Livy; Booll:
I. Ctcero de Senectute. 'fwo hours a week. First term.] (38.)
Course 6 alternates with course 5 and is collateral with course 4·
7· Roman Satire. L'el!tures on the history of Roman Satitq
with translation and exegesis of selected satires from Ennius to
Juvenal. Two hours a week. First and Second terms. (76.)
. 8. Teachers' rraining Course. Problems in teaching Latin;
estimates of text books; examination of questions in pronunci
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and ti')'Dtax; peculiarities of orthography; exercises in teacbpr pa . toe_ authors. Two hours a week. First and Second
(76-)
, Latin Epigraphy. Introductory lectures and the reading
9
oi jnse-ript
wn~ of different periods from squeezes and facsimiles.
'tffo hours a week. First and Second terms. ( 76. )
• Latin Palaeography.
A study of mediaeval manuscripts
10
f:rOIII iac~imil~"- Two hours a week. First and Second terms. (76.)

School <if Greek.
The course in this school presupposes three full years of preator,· study distributed as follows:
First Year.-White's·First Greek Book. The inflections must
be thorou;.;l· } mastered.
Jecond Year.-Tbree books of Xenopbon's Anabasis. Peareon's Greek Prose Composition with special reference to the writiag of Greek with the accents, and to the general principles of syniD· !llabbitt's or Goodwin's Grammar.
T hird Year.-Ten Selected Orations of Lysias, edited by Bristol. Two books of Homer's Tiiad, edited by Sterritt. Advanced
(keek Prose Composition.
'!'he so-called continental soU:nd of the vowels and dipthongs
and pr<~llllllCHlt iun according to the written accents are preferred.
Full college credit will be given for second and third year pre..:t~araton_ Greek when preparatory Latin is taken.
The Undergraduate work in Greek comprehends the following:
[The bracketed courses are not given in 1903-1904·]
I.
Demosthenes; De Corona.
Advanced Prose Composition.
h ours a week. First term. (57·)
2.
Greek Tragedy. Aeschylus; Prometheus: Sophocles; Phil•etes : Euripi~s; Hippolytus. Three hours a week. Second
(57-)
3· Greek Literature. Lectures. A summarizing history of
the de~· l~>pmt=ut of the literature in connection with the political
and social history of the people. Two hours a week. First and
•ond terms. (76.)
[4- Gre~k Antiquities. The land and the people. The equipJilent and environment of ancient Greek life. A study of the pri't'ate life of the Greeks. Lectures illustrated by lantern views and
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photographs from ancient monuments and remains.
week. First and second ~erms. (76.)]
Course 4 alternates with Course 3·
.5· Herodotus. R eading of Books I., III., and VU .
1
. 1 re f ere~ce .to local history, topography an~ antiqu.it
•'
spec1a
Homer; Readmg m the Odyssey; Study of Homenc poetry
Homeric life. Three hours a week. First term. (57·)
an11
Course 5 is collateral with course 3·
[6. Aristophanes ; The Knights, Wasps, Peace, Birds
F:ogs. Thucydides ; reading of books six and seven lld ut
w1th reference to the literary and historical questions • •mn~~ · ·
with the subject matter. Three hours a week. First term. (57. )]
Course 6 alternates with course 5 and is collateral with couf9411 47· Teache:s' Course.. Lectures on Greek Grammar. Ai1t111
and methods 1n translatmg Homer and Xenophon. I il tiro• n
phy for the teacher of Greek. Two hours a week. First and Sec.,
ond terms. ( 76.)
8. The History of Greek Art. Tarbell's History of Greek Art
and Garden's Handbook of Greek Sculpture. The course will be
illustrated with lant~n slides, most of •them made especially for
this College. Two Hours a week
First and Second terms. (76.)
9· New Testament Greek . Reading of Mark and selecti
from the Acts of the Apostl~ Study of N. T. Grammar. The
most interesting scenes in the Holy Land will be illustrated with
lantern views. Three hours a week. First and Second terms. 11 )

School <if Mathem.a.tics. '
Higher Arithmetic and the t;quivalents of TayJor' s Elem
of Algebra and Beman and Smith's Plane Geometry are r qnir'
for admission to these courses.
I.
Algebra through Logarithms. Taylor's College Alge
Two hours a week. First anf. Second terms: (76.)
2.
Solid and Spherical Geometry. Beman and Smith' s Ge~
ometry. Three hours a week. First and Second terms. (n4- )
3· Algebra. Continuation of co~rse I. Three hours a ., '"
First term. (57·)
4· Plane and Spherical Trigon~metry. Crockett's Trigo no .
etry. Three hours a week. Second term. (57·)
S· Surveying. Carhat't's Surveying. Two hours a w•:ek
Second term. (38.)

Bs

tu•l nl~ in this course have the use of the College compass,
and level.
6. Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry. Bailey and Woods.
'!bree hours a week. F~rst and Second terms. (114.)
• Theory of Equahons and Determinants. Burnside and Pan7
ton· Two hours a week. First and Second terms. (76.)
8. .Advanced Algebra. Chrystal's Algebra. Two hours a week.
,irst and Second terms. ( 76. )
. Differential Calculus. Byerly. Five hours a week. First
9
j.ertD·
(95·)
xo. Integral Calculus. Byerly. Five hours a week. Second

tenD· (95·)
Courses 1,

2,

3, and 4 are required of all candidates for degrees.

School <if Modern Languages.
German.
I.
l<'irst term: Elementary German. Thomas' German Grammar, Part 1. Van Daell's German Reader, Andersen's Bilderbuch
Clhne Bilder. Second t = : Storm's Immensee; Heyse's L'Arrabbiata; Schiller's Der Neffe als Onkel; Von Hillern's Hoher als
die K.irche. Sight reading, exercises and conversation. Five hours
a -week. (190.)
2.
Second Year German. First term: Selected reading such
as Riehl 's Burg N eideck; Baumbach's Frau Holde, etc., Bern)ardt's German Composition, sight reading with review of grammar. Second term: Freytag's Die Journalisten; Chamisso's Peter hlemihl; Goethe's Herman und Dorothea; Schiller's Egatont's Leben und Tod, etc. (190.)
3· The German Drama. Schiller, Lessing, Goethe. First
term: Wilhelm Ten; Maria Stuart, Wallenstein. Second term:
in;('s )iathan der Weise; Goethe's Egmont; Faust. Part x.
iculur attention will be paid to the development of dramatic
and to the philosophical value of Faust. Three hours a week.
~t and Second terms. ( 114.)
4- Modern German Literature. Selections from recent and
::ntem~urary writers. Study of the modern German novel. Read~ of F.l~r~ , Auerbach, etc.
Two hours a week. First and Secterms. ( 76. )

aa;
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French.

\' ktn i.m Prose and Victorian Poetry. Three hours a week.
~ t~nd Second terms. (114. )
r,. ~ 6 and 7 are open only to thoSe students that have com0 1
tourses I, 4, and 5·
Cour~•·~ 1, 4 and 5 are required of all candidates for degrees
,.ad of !".Jn<li<IBte~ for diplomas in the Conservatory.

Elementary French. Fraser and Squah·. Reading: V
Daell's Introduction to French Authors; Daudet's La Belle
.~
naise, etc. ; Selected Plays as La Poudre aux Yeux, ~ Voyl\glll ~
M. Perrichon, etc.; Halevy's L'Abbe Constantin. CtJnnr, ., ~
and exercise. Five hours a week. ( 190.)
2.
Second Year French. Selected reading such as Sand's La
Petite Fadette, Merimee's Colomba, Rostand's Cyrano de lq .'tr.
ac. The Modern French Poets. Sketch of the history of l 11
1
Literature. Conversation, Composition and Syntax. Five ho!Uta
week. (I9'J.)
3· (a) Victor Hugo. Shorter Poems, Hernani, Ruy HI
Notre Dame de Paris, Selections from Les Miserables. First tel"llk
Three hours a week. (57·)
(b) Modern Prose. Selections from the best works of ll..1U< ·t
Loti, De Musset, Augier, Souvestre, etc. Second term. Thre~t
hours a week. (57·)
4· The Classic French Drama. A critical and 1in • i 1
study of the classic dramatists: Racine, Athalie, Esther; Cor~
neille, Le Cid, Cinna; Moliere, La Misanthrope, Les Femmes Savantes, etc. Two hours a week. First and Second terms. ( 76.}
I.

School '?! English La.nguago a.nd Litora t ure.
A thorough knowledge of English Grammar, Outlines of Rhet•
oric, American Literature, and "College Entrance Requireme
'
are required for admission to these courses:
I.
Advanced Rhetoric and Composition; weekly themes; critical study of suitable classics. Genung's Working Principl of
Rhetoric. Three hours a week. First and Second terms.. (n4-)
2.
Old English; an introductory course. Smith's Old English Grammar. Two h~urs a week. First term. (38.)
3· Middle English; a course in Chaucer. Two hours a '· ·
Second term. ( 38. )
4· English Literature; a general survey of the field of En·
glish Literature with a critical study of selected authors and tll ·r
works. Three hours a week. First and Second terms. ( II4-)
5· A Study of Prose Fiction and The Development of the En•
glish Novel. Two hours a week. First and Second terms. (7&.)
6. (a) Shakespeare. (b) Browning. Three hours a '~c\;
First and Second terms. ( II4-)

V

School of History.

The ap•l ic:aut for admission to this school must be familiar
,.tth :\I n~~.-.mc:r) ·~ Student's American History, Myers' General
, (or their equivalents), Arkansas History and some primary
on L:itit•·n '1 ip.
lfhis ~bject is taught from the standpoint of cause and effect.
j,
tm~•lk study of the most important facts is required. Outline
,..k and 1 ap-drawing are duly considered. Much time is given
tD 1J ~n and research work. Sources are consulted as much as
aht • Written reports on assigned subjects are frequently re-

,..k

llistory of Eastern Nations and of Greece. Three ho urs a
F irst term. (57. )
2.
lfistory of Rome. Two hours a week. Second term. {38.)
3- Mediaeval Europe. Three hours a week. · Fitst and SecGild terms. ( 114.)
4- H ·~tor · of England. Three hours a week. Second term.
(S?.)
5- llmerican Constitutional History: Two hours a week. First
term. (38. )
6. Other Modern Nations. Library work. Two hours a week.
tint ~rm. (38.)
1·
lesiastical History. Two hours a week. Second term.
1.

week.

(38.)

.--.

Coube• I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are required of all candidates for de-

School '?! Political Scienco.
-

The first part of this course is designed to familiarize the stu-.rith the principles of Political Economy. The text book
be !PJilemented by lectures on the application of these printo pra£'dca1 affairs.
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Courses 2 and 3 give much attention t? t_he govemments of
modern states and the laws regulating then mtercourse in peael
and relations in war.
I.
Political Economy. Two hours a week. Fi,rst and ....,,
terms. (76.)
2.
Institutional History and Administration. Two houra a
week. First and Second terms. (76.)
3· Intemational Law. Three hours a week. First term. (s 7.)
4· Sociology. Two hours a week. Second term. (38.)
Course r is required of all candidates for degrees.

S chool of Natural and Physical Sciences.
For admission to this School a knowledge of Elementary 'h, _
iology, Elementary Physics, and 'Elementary Chemistry is re.
quired.
I.
Physiology. Three hours a week.. First term. Martin's
Human Body, Briefer Course, used as a basis. Collateral readi
and laboratory work required. (57·)
2.
Botany. Two hours a week. Second term. Gray's text
book used. Each student is required to prepare an herbarium of
at least sixty specimens from flora in this vicinity. (38.)
3· Geology, Dynamic and Structural. Three hours a week.
First term; two hours a week second· term. Field ~nd laborat
work and collateral reading required. Text-book: Le Conte's El~ments of Geology.
(95·)
4· Geology, Paleontological. Two hours a week. Seconc11
term. This course pre-supposes (3-) Advanced laboratory worlr.
and field exercises throughout the course. Reading and referenel
books; Geikie's Text Book of Geology, Dana's Geology, Win
ell's Geological Studies, Scott's Introduction to Geology. (38.)
5· Zoology. Two hours a week. Second term. The courSO
consists of the study of typical forms from the Protozoa to the Ver..
tebrates, with needed reference to text-bociks and general au h uT•ties. Laboratory methods made prominent; dissection of a\'dil l•lt"
forms required. Course I is a prerequisite to admittance to thi&
course. (38.)
6. Physics, General. Three hours a week first term ; two hounl]
a week second term. Laboratory work throughout the year. A
knowledge of Trigonometry is pre-supposed. Gage's Principle& of
Physics is used as a basis, with some good Laboratory _MaJJUal. (95-)
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\"'ro

II• ''I '·, General.
Two hours a week. Second Term.
and Informal Lectures. Trigonometry and general
are a prerequisite to admittance to this course. Young's
used as a basis. (38.)
ll '"·''n, General and Qualitative Analysis. Three hours
First and Second terms. Laboratory work, Text-books:
's Briefer Course; some good manual. Prescribed reading.

11 n-

·. , Quantitative Analysis. Three hours a week
·: the year. Laboratory work with occasional quizzes on
· ' involved in the study of Elementary and Volumetric
Text-book and reference books: Remsen's Advanced
Cairn'sAnalysis; Talbott's Fresenius' Analysis; Sutton's
Analysis.
Reading includes matter in Historical
, Pure and Applied Chemistry and Journal Literature.
- I, 2 or 5, 3 or 6, and 8 are required for the degree of A. B.

School <if Pedagogy,

To know what to teach is only a part of a suitable preparation
ing. Tact and power to control and communicate Jl!ark
lerence between the trained teacher and the one untrained.
1 ·'111 n• •1 public does not now consider them in competition.
lemand upon Ouachita for trained teachers has caused her to
the scope of her usefulness in the establishment of this chair
to outline a course leading to a Normal certificate and to an A.
with Pedagogics emphasized. The purpose of this deis to convert the scholar into the teacher. We desire to
a body of well-trained teachers for the various departments
tdlool work, and the course will be presented in such a way as
form an assential element of a liberal education.
~ormal

Certificate.-To be entitled to a Normal Certificate the
studies must have been completed: Constitutions of the
States and of Arkansas, Physiology, Zoology, Geology, Botil\lgebra through quadratics, Plane and Solid Geometry, Rhetementary Physics, Elements of Psychology and Ethics,
llistory, Latin through Course I, Theory and Practice of
The above course will thoroughly prepare for examfor State Certificate.

Ouachz'ta-Central System.
Courses

I. Theory of Edu~:ation; Critical Study of the
doctrines found in Plato, Quintilian, Comenius, Locke,
Herbart, Spencer, Pestalozzi, Froebel and Mann. Two r
per week throughout the year. (76.)
II. Problems of Education, embracing org~nization, 111
11
ment and method. Library work, reports and d1scussion~ 'r
citations per week throughout the year. (76.)
III. History and Philosophy of Education. Worll u
111
based on Rosencrans, Ba'in, Compayre, Sully, and Painter, J
ry work and discussions. Two recitations per week throug
year. (76.)

Degrees.

j

~lrements

The numbers to the left in brackets indicate the numof
itation periods per week; the numbers to the
refer to the number of the course.

School '?! Bible Study.
The Revised version of the English Bible will be the baslt of
the work in this department. Steele's Outlines of Bible . t•u _ wiU
be used, also maps and helps from the library. The PU1Jl04111 ·,
be to impress the unique fact that the Bible is a history of God
revelation of himself to man. The following is an h dh
the work proposed:
1.
Introductory.-The Bible a divine revelation: its
plan, structure; early history of the Jews~ the priesthood, -, n
fices, in~titutions and government. Two hours a week, fall te11111
Elective. (38.)
2.
Old Testament History.-Development of the Jewi4 nation: the nature and purpose of the prophetic office; a ' u l of
the personality and work of a few of the prophets; relation of the
Jews to surrounding nations; preparation for the Messiani era.
Two hours per week, spring term. Elective. (38.)
3· The Life of Christ.-Harmony of the Gospels. It is desired that the pupil acquire a consistent view of the life of J .,
as it is portrayed in the four gospels. Two hours per week, fa!)
term. Elective. (38.)
.
4- Apostolic History.-The Book of Acts and the Epi~U. '·11\
be studied. The ministry of the Spirit; the life and wnt1ntl 0
Paul. Two hours per week, spring term. Elective. (38.)

for the Dearee of Ba.chelor of Arts.

Freshman.
PIRST TltRM.
ath~ttlatic-;

SltCOND TltRM.

.............. I and 2

Latin or Greek.. I and 3 or 4
.. I
I

[5]
[S.J
[2]
[2.]
[3]

Mathematics ..............'! and 2 I'
Latin or Greek..2 and 3 or 4
History ....................................a
Science ............................:a or 5
Elective.

Sophomore.
PIRST TltRM.

SltCOND TltRM.

....I

·--·---··--···3

[3] Mathematics
4
[3] Latin or Greek.. ~···•-····3 or 4
[3] English---------------"·----··-·-----· ..:r
[3] H_istory ... --- ...
3
[5] .Elective

Junior.
SltCOND TltRM.
I

3 or 6
J
J

[2] Political Science.................. I
[3) English........................................
[3] History
[2] Science ........ _ ...........- ..J or 6
[J] English............... . .. .
4
[3]-l>hilosophy............................. 2
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Senior.
FIRST TSRM.

[3] Science
.......8
[2] Jtnglish.............................~~---5
[2] History..............., ...................5
[xo] Elective.

S:SCOND TSR!(,

[3] Scie nee
[2] English .....
[I2] E1ective.

The required studies for the degree of Bachelor of
ature are the same as those tor the degree of Bachelor: of·,
~xcept that no Latin or Greek is required, and that
course is one year shorter in electives. Seventeen rt·r.
tion periods per week.
Credit will be given towards literary degrees
following Conservatory courses:
'Theory of Music, one year . .. ............ ( 2 hours per week)
History of Music, one year .................. (2 hours per week) soh
Oratory, three years ............................ (2 hours per week) rso h
History of Art, one year ............ ··~····.....,..(2 hours per week) soh
Making a possible credit of............ ............................._300 h
Or, such theoretical courses in these subjects will be consi
equivalent, hour for hour, to other electives for literary degr

No degree will be conferred on any student of the eel
lege who has not sustained a good moral character.
Pupils completing any course of study in any 1
sh~ll be entitled to a certificate of profich:ncy in that cou
No degree will be conferred on any pupil until all
-.are paid or satisfactorily arranged.

Conservatory.
Courses of Instruction.
In the ConserYatury, instruction is given in Pipe Organ,
Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet, Th.eory, Harmoand History of Uusic, Voice Culture, Elocution, PaintC in Oil and Water Colors, China Work, Drawing, Cray011. p r.,pect1 r e, Repousse, Pastel, and Gymnasium.
eoarses of irlst.ruction in theSe subjects are outlined on the
fellowing pages.
pja!IO,

Plano Course.

Grade r. -T·nu:ry ' s Foundation Studies. Easy studies by Czeresdlli"m, :Koehler. Sonatinas by Clementi, Diabelli, Kuhlan
~mitt. Five finger work and major scales.
Grade 1. -SLUtl ie~ continued, also Sonatinas. Easy Sonatas
Mozart, with additions from similar works by Lange, Wo'lff,
Merkel, and :I.,ichner. Beethoven opus 49· Modern selections by
Bthr, Jk>hm, Bendel, Koelling. Minor scales, chords and arpegGrade 4.-:'H";;;• rl, Haydn, and Beethoven Sonatas.

Studies

a«inued, also those by Herz, Biehl, Hasert, Duvernoy, Lecouppey,
Beller, op. 47· Salon pieces by modern masters for the developllent of :111nsical taste and variety of touch. Introductory octave
L"~""•ll~ in theory.
Transcriptions from standard operas.
l.dlert and Stark Book 2. Selections from Schubert, Schumann,
!iSOhn.
Grade
Heller's Etude op. 45 and 46~
Loeschhorn op. 67. Hasert, Kalkbrenner and
~ ittudes. Compositions by Weber, Chopin, Reinecke, Menlllllde. n, and «hers. Mozart Concertos. Czemy op. 740, Cramer
• Cl~m~uti Gradus, Kullak Octave studies. Bach Inventions.
h and l!nglish Suites.
Grade S·-Ra~:h's Preludes and Fugues. Moscheles Etudes
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.
d 5 Concertos by Weber 1
op 70 Chopin stud1es op. 10 an 2 •
k b ,_, .' ·
'
·
h
n Modern wor s Y "elt1
delssohn Beethoven, and Sc uman ·
.
Greig, Rubenstein, Henset, Thalberg and_Liszt. Review the tt,·ir
course.

Musical History.

95
It will per-

in all our
Cornet.

Pipe Orlle.n•

The student should have two or three years of thoroug
on the piano before taking lessons on the organ. f ·'nstr ct'
We offer a thorough and practical course o 1 • u 1 I ~
. .
'th Stainer's methOd, in which the student lS madt fa..
gmnmg wl
f th instrument the
·
miliar with the mechanical parts 0
e
't
.' '
·
tat' ns etc
Organ o:L 11 tqul
manual stops, regtstration, mu lO •
·
made a' specialty, and a course is selected from the best orgaJt lit.

[In Ouachita College only.]

'the 1:0rnet is becoming more and more popular, both as a parr 1m< nt and as an instrument for leading congregational
liJilJJg in our churches. It is also a means in ''physical cul' ' We know of nothing that will so deeply develop and
en the muscles and nerves of the throat, chest, and lungs
tile .erate but regular practice on the cornet.
V oice Culture and Solo Slna:lnll.

erature.

Guitar a n d M a ndo lin.

Every young lady or gentleman who sings should learn to
'tar It makes the softest and sweetest accompan
the gut ·
be used
is also capable of some excellent solos, or ~ay
. truments
It is one of the most convement
.
ms
·
·
d t soctal
is light and easily carried about on ~ trlp an. o
th · strument 1s accesstble.
~
.
where no ptano or o er tn
.
.
easil lt-.> IlL"•
The mandolin is a sweet-toned mstrmuent,
~! nolulin
capable of splendid solo and ensemble work. Our •
Guitar Club is always very popular.
cia
During the coming session we shall arrang~ a ~pe i
for instruction in the simplest method of teachmg smg

Exercise for fiexibility; study of rapid trills; mart urn, gruppetto; strict attention given to enunciation
·an. Studies from Marchesi, Seiber, Panofka, and
by Schumann, Franz, Rubenstein, Schubert and othB.oman school. Oratorio.
4· - 'Yocalises and solfeggio continued; the trill, turn, etc.,
Jadenza passages. Selections from oratorio and opera;
pertnan and Italian songs. Artistic interpretation and
is ~isted upon throughout the entire course.
completing the above course, and the first three grades
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in the Piano course with Theory and Harmony and History of
sic, will be entitled to graduation in Vocal Music.
Glee Clubs of young ladies are organized.

r.rlLo

Free A dvantages.

A series of practical lectures on different subjects relatei !G
music, such as "What does music teach?" "Art, its IIi~. ifl~ ,
"Music in religious worship," etc.
'
2 • Two concerts given by the faculty with explanatory l~~tartt
presenting some of the best works in vocal and instrument11.l ll i
3· "Semi-monthly recitals" given by the students, •ho·
the work of tlie department, and helping students to overcotn41 the
timidity of playing before an audience, together with "Talkl 011
Music."
School of Elocution and Oratory.
I.

The aim in this •- department is to stimulate a love for the ltt·t
literature through its interpretation by the living voice; to awa
the imagination and stimulate thinking through the study of the
great thoughts of great minds; to develop the personality of the stn~
dent; so to train the voice and body that they may become agettll
of expression. Special attention is given to stammering and othl!ll
speech defects. This work is of special value to clergym and
others whose lifework will call for a continued use of the \0 ,. .
Speaker's sore throat is due to bad breathing and wrong use of the
vocal organs.
Public recitals are given frequently throughout the year wh~
by the student may gain confidence before an audience. The time
required for graduation in this department is three years.
Courses.

Voice training, vocal expression. Harmonic training of the
body. Recitations and speaking. Studies in lyrics and n rrattl·e
poems. Burns, Wordsworth, Scott, Longfellow, etc.
II. Voice training and vocal expression continued. li rll100.
training and expression. Recitations and speaking. StudUiJI III
Tennyson and best short story writers of the day. Study and co!ll!l
parison of Masterpieces in oratory.
III. Advanced voice training. Advanced vocal expre
Cultivation of dramatic instinct. Dramatic action; criticism,
citing of selections from standard novels. Shakespeare-:M
of Venice, Twelfth Night, Hamlet. Acting of individual
and of whole plays.
I.
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Physical Cultu re a nd G ymnasium W ork.
The purpose of this work is to increase chest and lung capacity,
ighten stooping shoulders, raise drooping head and strengthto the weak back; to secure grace and ease of bearing; to learn how
ell 't how to stand and how to walk. Courses are given in Swedish
toll• tic~ an d"m h armomc
. gymnastics.
.
s pec1al
. classes arranged
11 35
fat those needing special ~ork. Each school is well equipped with
J11DD 11 ~iu1n. for young ladles.
){any students feel the need of work of this kind in college
life and those who follow out the prescribed courses of free and
..;hine work wi_ll find themselves bet~er students and more capaJe in every particular; for a strong m1nd must be supported by a
..croug body·
School W Art.
The ~teachers in this department have enjoyed extensive study

GDder tlle best masters, and bring to their work the latest methods
of Art.
P"''Pl courses for those desiring simply artistic work.
The fiegular course includes:
I. Object drawing in pencil, sepia, charcoal and pen and ink
for Ulustrati on .
II. Cast work, oil and water colors from still life and flowers.
III.
etching from life and out-of-door work, landscape and
liglue. Advanced oil and water colors. Pastels and time sketches.
The study of thP History of Art and Architecture continues
*'»ughout the course. Italian, Flemish, German and Dutch
IChools are treated separately and illustrated.
!Jiectures open to all students will occur frequently on the "Old
Xalters, " ~actical art questions, and topics of the day as related
to art. It will be shown how Art molds character and influences
tltoaght.
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Expenses.
(The expenses for young ladie~ are the same at Ouachita and C• 1

1

Pupils entering during first month will be charged in full frOIII
first day.
Rate for College Year.

First Year
. . --.
Preparatory Department . Second and Third Years ..............
{ Fourth Year
- .. . ..
.. .
College Department-........_.._. _____________________________ ,_________________________ '11
Board in Young Ladies' Home, fuel, light, laundry ______ _
Voice Culture ------------·-.. ·--------- -------------------------------- ·--·---------------Voice Culture, sight reading ( each)
First and Second Grades,..................................,..
Piano Lessons Third and Fourth Grades ....... ------------------------{
Fifth Grade ................... ---------------------------- ..--------Violin, Mandolin or Guitar ------~-----·------------------------------------·- .. ·--•
Cornet .... -----·--·----------------------------------------· ----------------------·---------------.. ----·•
Pipe Organ ....... -----------------·-----·------------------------------------------------------U 0 f p·
{Practice one hour per day ....
se
tano Practice each hour after first day ---------------------Use of Pipe Organ one hour per day
Theory and Harmony, in class of ten -------------------------- ....
Painting, in oil, water colors, and China work (3 hrs. a day)
Drawing from casts ............................... ------- .... .
Crayon, Perspective, Repousse, Putel..---------·-----------------------Sketch work in class of fi...-e
Special lessons............................ --- -Oratory or elocution { In class of t~o (each)............ . ..
-In class of SIX ( ~:n<"ll) ... .. ... . . ..
Board in private families for young men, f,1o, f,n and
f,r2 per month.
Use of gymnasium free.
Gymnasium-Specaillessons - ---- .
Scholarship in Bookkeeping .....-----------------Stationery for ~J~Une .. ~~------------------ -----------------·--------------------------------Scholarship in ilaukiug .
-- ....... -- .
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in Shorthand and Typewriting........ :................... -~-- 35 oo
ip, when nothing else is taken, per month................ 3 ?0
11urti1~ hip is free to those who buy a scholarship i~
kkeeping.
u !tip, to pupils in Literary D ' tment, in class of
ten, per month -------------------·----------------------------------------------·I oo
1r~hi, in Bookkeeping, Banking, Shorthand, Typewriting, including stationery...................................................... Ss oo
rd for young men and tuition for the year range from
fi25 to $r6o.
8 fee at graduation ----------- -------------··--·----------------------------------5 oo
lat ·o fc("... . --------·-------------·----··-------------------------------------------2 50
u tio.'- will be made where more than one enter from the
m1h·.

11o ptra charge for Modern Languages. Many extra drills and
ll'ithout cost.
utra charge of f,ro each will be made where only two young
!IXUPY a room in the Home.
e J,auor"toty fee will be $2.50 per year in the Biological or
cal boratories; and $5 per year in the Physical or Chemical
.w.atory.
ll:hool books, sheet music, tablets, writing material, etc., are
Ia the ~ollege Library and will be furnished at low prices for
To be If-sustaining, our supply department must be on a
eash basis.
l'atrons who wish to open accounts for these supplies can do so
1t111~ f,Io with the Business Manager.
Should a student
a llllall ~edicine or express bill and not be otherwise prepared
tMit it, we shall feel at liberty to draw on this deposit for the

..aaes

there is any misunderstanding or dissatisfaction about acor any lAing whatever, write us a courteous letter and prompt
.,"('~tioJJs will be made.
Withdrawals and Payments,

-~-~..~.~~. tlt4YJ[l' are made by the term, and not by the month.

If a
...,...,...._Wtthtlraw ~ on account of sickness by advice of a physician
will be made only to time of withdrawal. If the withdrawany other cause, except with the full consent of the president,
til full rates will be made to close of term.

bnual Session is divided into quarters.

Payment f01'

01fach£ta-Central System.

IOO

board and tuition of young ladies is required quarterly in a,f

No deducttonfor lost time can be claimed, except on account
tracted sickness, and then for no length af time less than a

of"
111 ,

~'

•

No deduction for absence for the last four weeks of the sessio'l
Awa.rd '1f Schola.rshlp,

Ouachita and Central offer a free scholarship ($so.oo) in .
lege Department to the student i'Il each High School or Aca•ii.'JlJ ~
11
the State who makes highest general average in classes durill{ ~
entire scholastic year. Certificate stating such fact from the r 1 ~
cipal will be required. These scholarships are not transferri
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::r
~

~
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Libera.I Propositions- R.eductlons.

Reductions may be made when more than one pupil ~n lo:
from the same family. The reduction will depet;~d upon the de.
partments the pupils enter. Write for information.
2. All non-resident ministers of the Gt>spel in active s•'l·J,
I.

~

0

wh.

who will become active agents jor the enlistment ofstudmts, and
will undertake to give the institutions full benefit of their iu_li , •
in their respectwe circles, shall have· free tuition for their min•
children in the regular literary course.
3· All resident ministers in the pastorate will be grantee\ fret
tuition in the literary department for one mitior child.
4· Pupils who do special work in two extra branches
be .::barged for literary work.
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:Dlade the past year. 200 pupils have been enrolled,
~f whom were boarders.
\

Ouachita Bentonville Academy.

Affiliated Academies.
Elsewhere in this catalogue will be found a cour
study for the Academies and the preparatory d t:par Ill
of the Colleges. The Academies are owned by the •
of Education, and are entering upon a useful career.

Ouachita Maynard Academy.
} . P . ROREX, A . B., Pri ncipal.

In 1900 committees under instruction from State
and Current River Associations purchased the )f
Abbott Institute and asked the Trustees of Ouach ita ·
to accept it as an affiliated Academy. The request was
granted and the Academy has been very prosperous. T~
property is valued at about $2000, h!ls good campus, and
situated at Maynard, Lawrence Conty.
The people are enthusiastic over the work of the .\L '
emy, and it is the purpose of those immediately iuttl t -t
to add more commodious buildings costing about $SO<XI be1
fore tbe opening in September, 1903. The enrollment wall
147 the past year, under a faculty of four teachers. 1 h
were 71 boarding students.

Ouachita Magazine Academy.
C. Ji;. SCOTT, A. B., Principal.

In 1900 the generous people of Magazine proff
the Ouachita Trustees a beautiful plat of ground and
in good notes and subscriptions with which to establi all
Academy. As a result we now have a beautiful rwo--:o
brick building well equippr d. Many improvmen

S . C. PARRISH, A. B., Principal .

This

~aluable

property ($17,000) is located in Benton-

rill and was formerly known as Bentonville College. In

~the operty was deeded to the Ouachita ~oard. :'he
IJllin ilding is a three-story brick, well furmshed, sttuted on a beautiful campus of fi~e acres. The . generous
le of entonville made donations for a dornutory, and
o-story brick building was erected and furnished the past year. Five teachers and 139 pupils, of whom
were h '· rdt:r..,, were registered.

peop utih I

Ouachita. .Mountain Horne Academy.
I,. A . MORTON, A. B., Principal.

This roperty, formerly known as the Mountain Home
College, is now free from debt. The building and campus
are valued at $15,000. Prof. Morton has proved himself
1tise, cautious and energetic builder. A beautiful
tq.story stone building on the campus will be used as a
ton· the coming year. Seven teachers and 225 pupils
past year.
All these academies will open in September with en~ng ptospects. Expenses very moderate:. Circulars,
living full information about the academies, may be had by
ing cards to their respective principals.

Accredited Schools.
The College desires to promote the growth of 1h<) u ,
secondary schools. The academies at Magazine, Rtnt••1! \ i
Maynard, Mountain Home, Fordyce, Jonesboro and ll •t 1
are affiliated with the colleges, having the same cour91 of
Study, with the sam~ text-books, aS is given in the • rtp IT
atory department of Ouachita and Central. Hence we .11
full credit to stt1dents from these academies who bring n
their principals certificates stating in full the work doni ilt
the academies.
With reference to the relation to the colleges Hh Ll r
by other schools, with different courses of study, and diff
ent texts, it is difficult to state anything more definite tlJaJ
that the colleges desire in all cases to give full credit for ac..
tual work done, and that certificates from principals, t tin
the time spent in recitation, the text used, and the part! of
books completed in the various courses will be ho1"-'d
and the student will receive credit for the equiv~lent " IJ k
in the preparatory department of the colleges, provid
ways that if the student fa if to maintain his standing in l
class assigned him, his work at Ouachita or Central is
be the final test of the character of pre,·ious work.
Advanced college standing will be given on the sa
conditions, in case such work has been done with pro
equipment and under such conditions as make satisfa
college work possible.

